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Vision is an active process where an organism must seek out and acquire the infor-

mation necessary to support different behavioral goals. This makes understanding

these behaviors important for understanding how visual processes unfold in the

brain, which is adapted to perform the necessary computations for these behav-

iors. Bipedal locomotion is one such behavior, which is of particular importance

in evolutionary history. In this work I examine locomotion over complex terrain

using a mobile eye tracker and motion capture system. This allows for an inte-

grated record of eye and body movements, as well as approximation of the retinal

input image. Computer vision methods were applied in order to extract visual

motion and to reconstruct environment geometry. This allowed an unprecedented

opportunity to examine the visuo-motor decision processes controlling locomotion
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in natural terrain. Our results reveal the statistical regularities in motion signals

that depend on gaze angle and terrain, and have implications for how the visual

system might process this information. Gaze angle shapes the spatial distribution

of both speeds and directions of visual motion, which has implications for how the

visual system might account for this relationship. Terrain differences also manifest

in motion signals as deviations from flat ground motion, the magnitude of which is

correlated with proximity of gaze allocation to the walker. We also find that gaze is

partly predictable on the basis of body orientation and image features. Finally we

find that foot placement reflects the avoidance of height changes, with the degree

of this influence being modulated by subject leg length. Walkers appear to factor

this information into their decision making across multiple spatial scales. Thus foot

placement reflects a complex interplay between energetic costs and the need for sta-

ble footholds, all taking place as walkers maintain their forward momentum. The

conclusions drawn from this new dataset, as well as the novelty of the dataset itself

are important contributions towards a deeper understanding of how vision is used

to guide locomotion in the natural world.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Vision is an active process that involves acquiring task relevant visual information as

different behaviors unfold. This means that in order to understand visual processing

in the brain, we need to examine the problems that visual systems need to solve

in natural contexts. This is because natural contexts represent both the conditions

in which the visual systems underwent evolutionary selective pressures, and the

conditions that they are adapted to over their lifetimes. By better understanding

these natural behaviors we can build models of visual processing that incorporate

information and constraints that shaped the visual processing systems themselves.

One behavior of particular importance to human evolutionary history is lo-

comotion. Locomotion is a complex sensorimotor decision-making process that in-

volves incorporating incoming visual information into an ongoing motor plan, es-

pecially when the terrain being navigated is uneven. Humans learn to seamlessly

perform this behavior, suggesting that the brain has converged on efficient solutions

to this complicated problem. While much is already known about the mechanisms

of locomotion, much less is known about the visual control mechanisms.
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In this work I explored complex terrain navigation, focusing on components

of the visual input and behavioral output. For visual input, motion and depth were

considered, and for behavioral output, I looked at foothold location selection. All of

the analyses in this thesis centered around data acquired using an apparatus that

combines motion capture and eye tracking data of humans as they navigate complex

rocky terrain. The resulting data is synchronized streams of body positions and gaze

directions over the course of multiple traversals of rocky terrain.

In natural behavior, the actions of the observer create a complex time-varying

input on the retina. To understand the stimuli the visual system must deal with, it is

necessary to understand this input. Therefore this work began with approximating

and measuring the properties of retinal motion, something that has been hard to

measure in the past. Chapter 2 explores the characteristics of visual motion inputs

during natural locomotion, and how these are affected by the ongoing behavior.

This involved developing a novel method that combines optical flow estimation with

eye tracking in order to combine the effects of eye rotation and translation through

the environment in order to approximate retinal motion. The next question con-

cerned the extent to which gaze allocation can be predicted on the basis of image

features and body configuration (Chapter 3). In this work we used convolutional

neural networks and linear regression to predict gaze direction from scene images

and body position. This project revealed that it would be difficult to understand

gaze allocation without understanding foothold placement, since this is the primary

task and likely a major driver of gaze allocation. In Chapter 4, I discuss a novel

method for combining motion capture, eye tracking, and 3D environmental struc-

ture data obtained via photogrammetry. This addition to the data was important

for computing more accurate foothold and gaze locations, and also allowed analysis

of environmental structure in relation to foothold placement. In Chapter 5, I discuss

results from analysis of this new foothold location data set. Here the focus was on
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the relationship between environmental structure and foothold selection. We devel-

oped a method for measuring behaviorally relevant properties of the environment,

and applied CNNs and a boosting classifier method to measure the relationship be-

tween environment structure and foothold placement. Chapter 6 provides a more

general discussion of the findings and the contributions of this work. The next

section provides background on eye tracking research, investigations into visual mo-

tion processing systems, and locomotion research, and discusses some unanswered

questions that this thesis makes some progress towards addressing.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Mobile eyetracking

Background

The human visual system shares a feature with many other primate visual

systems, namely, foveation. Foveation means that only the central few degrees of

visual angle have anatomical structure that supports high resolution. Because of

this feature, animals must move their eyes and direct the fovea towards whatever

point of interest in the external world is relevant to ongoing behavior. This means

that eye movements are intricately linked to behavior and are therefore informative

about the underlying neural processes. Eye tracking has been used since the early

1900s, although work by Yarbus provided a major advance. In the 1967 book Eye

Movements and Vision [1], Yarbus demonstrates how tasks heavily influence the pat-

tern of eye movements, since different information about a scene or the environment

(in this example, a painting where subjects must deduce different things about it)

is relevant depending on a particular task.

While this study was done on subjects with restrained heads who were look-

ing at a painting, a particularly important development was eye trackers mounted

3



on the head. These ”mobile” eye trackers confer the benefit of allowing subjects

much greater freedom of movement, and therefore the ability to engage in natural

visually guided behaviors. While this does come at the expense of the control and

precision one can expect from a head fixed subject, the advantages are important

when it comes to natural behaviors. Subjects can simply perform tasks as they

would normally, with the added oddity of an eye tracker attached to their heads

dissipating rather quickly (particularly for newer, lightweight, and very noninvasive

trackers).

As of 2021, there are many commercially available mobile eye trackers, and

they are improving rapidly. For work done in this thesis, we used the “Pupil Labs

Core”, recently renamed in light of newer models. Trackers like the Tobii Pro 2,

and SMI Eye Tracking Glasses provide similar data. Most, if not all of these glasses

work using a similar processing pipeline. They use infrared illumination of the

eye, combined with infrared cameras in order to capture images of the eye. The

black and white infrared image is then processed using various image processing

techniques in order to extract the location of the pupil center. Meanwhile, an

outward facing camera simultaneously records the subject’s first person perspective.

A calibration procedure where the subject directs their gaze and fixates on locations

that are identifiable in this outward facing camera recording is done. Periods of

the recording where subjects are looking at particular locations are noted, and a

mapping between particular pupil positions in the infrared camera images, and

positions in the outward facing camera images is estimated. The particular method

of doing this varies however once this mapping is established through the calibration

procedure, it can be applied to the remainder of the recording, yielding gaze positions

as subjects carry out whatever behavior of interest.

Distinction from head fixed

The ability to move the eye and head simultaneously is important, since si-

4



multaneous eye and head movements are often the preferred method for making

even low amplitude eye movements. This style of combined movement is not pos-

sible during head fixed paradigms, and the extent to which the inability to do this

produces differences in behavior is not quite clear [2]. However, using mobile eye

trackers one can record eye movements while also allowing subjects to use natural

coordination patterns.

Besides simultaneous head and eye movements, mobile eye trackers also en-

able the study of dynamic behaviors and actions that involve the entire body. For

example moving across the room to pick something up, or moving to another room

to look for an object. These everyday behaviors involve a combination of eye move-

ments and body movements working together. Understanding this process as it

unfolds naturally, where the subject is able to freely move their whole body, re-

quires allowing this unrestrained natural version of the behavior to unfold. In

natural contexts eye movements are always related to the ongoing behavior, and

mobile eye trackers enable the study of behaviors as they happen, whereas head

fixed paradigms, while conferring the benefit of tight control over the retinal input,

will always be missing this crucial component. The ability of the subject to move

around has allowed a better understanding of the tight linkage, in time, between

gaze and behavior [3], [4], [5]. This paradigm allows identification of the particular

information that is useful for a particular action, the time at which the information

is needed, and allows exploration of the costs and benefits of action choices.

The study of eye movements in the context of sensorimotor decision

making

Considering sensorimotor control as a series of decisions being made based

on visual information is a useful framework for understanding natural behavior [6],

[7], [8] (Also see [9] for review). Mobile eye tracking enables the study of natural

behaviors as they unfold. This is important because it allows examination of the
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interaction between visual perception and decision making (which often manifests

as specific movements). Eye tracking can establish what the visual input is from

moment to moment, and can thus be used to better understand how this informa-

tion is used to make decisions. It can also help in identifying and understanding

behavioral goals during behaviors as they happen. For example, we know that while

steering during driving we direct our gaze towards tangent points on the inside of

curves before turning [10], or that cricket players make anticipatory saccades to

where they predict the ball will bounce in order to hit it [11]. Measuring eye move-

ments can also help us determine explicit versus intrinsic rewards during behaviors.

It was been shown that saccades are made to targets with explicit and implicit

rewards associated with them [12], [13], [9]. Measuring gaze allocation can be help-

ful in understanding what sources of information are important and are associated

with reward (in many cases, successful completion of a task) for different complex

behaviors.

Mobile eye tracking in this thesis

In this dissertation, a mobile eye tracker (Pupil Labs Core) [14] was used to

understand gaze allocation and eye movements during a natural locomotion task.

Human subjects wore the eye tracker and were instructed to walk back and forth

across complex terrain. Gaze allocation is important in this case because it gives

some insight into the timing of when particular visual information is relevant to

the brain at particular moments as subjects traverse the terrain. Locomotion over

uneven surfaces is a complex process involving different brain regions, and knowing

the visual input at precise moments during this process is an important step towards

understanding the neural basis of this process. Using the eye tracker’s scene camera

and gaze position estimate, we can approximate the retinal image, which is the

input to the visual system. Having a quantification of this input is important for

understanding and modeling whatever processed occur between this input and the

6



resulting motor output. In the case of visual motion signals, the eye tracking data

is important in another way. Since the movement of the eye affects the resulting

motion pattern from the retina’s reference frame, we need both the measurements

of eye position as well as eye movements at given moments in time in order to

approximate the retinal motion input at that time.

1.2.2 Locomotion and optic flow

Background

Locomotion involves what can be thought of as the successful execution of

several behavioral modules. In the context of flat ground, selecting appropriate

places for footholds is not an issue, however it is still necessary to control steering.

Steering requires cortical modulation of the central pattern generation signal that

allows top down control of the direction of locomotion, in order to transport an

organism to a particular location. Because of this relationship to particular locations

that an organism is trying to reach, steering requires some kind of visual signal to

modulate direction. Thus vision is typically a necessary component even in the case

of steady state flat ground locomotion.

Patla (1998) and Warren (1998) provide reviews on use of visual information

during locomotion [15], [16]. There are multiple sources of visual information one can

take advantage of. One emphasized by Warren and that has become a focal point

in visually guided locomotion research is optic flow. Optic flow is the pattern of

visual motion that results from an observing moving through a static environment.

It has been typically framed as a guiding signal for steering during locomotion,

since the focus of expansion or FOE (the critical point of the optic flow signal,

where motion is emanating from) coincides with the direction that the observer

is currently moving. Because of this, it is commonly thought that the focus of

expansion is used for steering towards a goal [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. However,
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this is the case only for motion in a constant direction. Using retinal motion signals

calculated from eye tracking during locomotion, it has recently been demonstrated

that instability of the focus of expansion as momentary heading varies through the

gait cycle makes use of the focus of expansion an unlikely steering strategy [23].

Instead, it is most likely that the optic flow patterns are used to monitor movement

of the body with respect to the local surroundings and thereby monitor posture

and foot placement. Thus the measurement of flow patterns in a behavioral context

has allowed a different interpretation of how it is used. The context-dependent

measurement of flow patterns may also have implications for understanding the role

of visual motion sensitive regions in the primate brain like MST, that have been

implicated in the control of locomotion. Regions like MST exhibit sensitivity to the

global motion patterns that comprise optic flow. In the next section I will provide a

review of some studies into optic flow and locomotion, as well as the interpretation

of the role of MST in the processing of optic flow. However first I will briefly describe

optic flow and some of its features.

There are a few important features of optic flow that are worth highlighting.

This optic flow signal contains information both about the observer’s environment,

as well as the observers motion through the environment. When an observer moves

relative to a fixed environment, the way that the environment moves relative to

the observer is entirely determined by how the observer is moving and what the

structure of the environment is. Thus the structure of the environment is implicit in

the optic flow signal, and can be extracted through various means. When an observer

moves through an environment, the exact direction of the observer’s movement in

the observer’s visual field will contain a point (the FOE) from which all motion

appears to emanate. This geometric features means that the FOE corresponds

exactly to the direction of motion in the case of an observer that is not rotating

and whose gaze corresponds to the direction of heading. The weight of this purely
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expansive component simply scales with the speed at which the observer is moving in

a particular direction. However, even in the case of a rotating observer, for example

eye movements, the fundamental structure of an FOE with other points in the scene

appearing to emanate outwards from the FOE is retained, although an additional

pure translation component is added to the visual motion. Geometrically this results

in a shifted signal, where the FOE is shifted along with all other structures in the

motion vector field. There is an additional third type of transformation feature in

optic flow, where the eye is rotating about its viewing axis, This results in rotation

in the optic flow signal about the FOE which introduces rotation into the whole

image about the point of gaze. Thus optic flow can be decomposed into a expansive,

rotational, and translation component, each with their associated behavioral drivers.

Optic flow for the control of locomotion and the role of MST

There is a large body of literature examining the role of optic flow during

locomotion. For example Pailhous et al (1990) found modulation of stride length

and stride frequency induced by optic flow that was not concordant with the ac-

tual walking pattern [24]. Additionally, effects on walking velocity have been found

by Konezak (1994) [25] and Zijlstra (1995) [26]. Modulation of walking velocity

is achievable through systematic manipulation of optic flow signals. This effect is

well documented and reproducible in different presentation paradigms like VR [27],

[28], and across different populations like young and old [29], and even in recovering

stroke patients [30]. Prokop et al (1997) demonstrated that even when instructed

to maintain a particular walking velocity, subjects can be easily manipulated into

modulation of their gait via presentation of an optic flow signal consistent with

different walking speeds [31]. This effect and others such as phase-locking gait

through control of expansion and contraction flow patterns [32], or modulation of

ankle activation [33], demonstrate an intricate relationship between optic flow and

locomotion. This relationship between optic flow stimuli and locomotion suggests
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some kind of reliance on this signal for the control of locomotion. In the primate

visual cortex, many regions have shown varying degrees of motion sensitivity. How-

ever, MST has shown a particularly strong selectivity for global motion patterns

consistent with optic flow. Based on the relationship between optic flow and loco-

motion, and the sensitivity of MST to optic flow stimuli, it has been implicated in

extracting information relevant to locomotor control [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22].

Studies of MST and its response properties are thus often framed in the

context of control of locomotion by estimating heading direction. Since the current

movement direction is crucial for planning and regulating ongoing motion, heading

direction is a variable of interest. In Duffy and Wurtz (1995), monkeys were pre-

sented with motion stimuli with radial and rotational components, meant to mimic

optic flow [34]. It was found that in most MST neurons, the response differed when

the center of these stimuli was varied. Others have found similar results, such as

Lappe et al (1996) and Gu et al (2006) [17], [35] . These results suggest that MST

can represent the current direction of motion, which means it can support compu-

tations that require such an estimate.

I am not aware of studies that explicitly link MST activity to the phenomena

of gait modulation described earlier, given the difficulty of neurophysiological record-

ings in mobile primates. However if MST neurons are truly responsible for heading

estimation, which is important for controlling locomotion and steering, then such

studies are warranted. The present work did not involve neural recording. However

some insights can be provided by measurement of the kinds of visual stimuli that

provide useful information for the visual system, as well as quantification of the

kinds of behavioral outputs that need to be generated (control of foot placement or

steering towards particular locations while navigating complex terrain). A better

quantitative understanding of how these different systems work together would be

helpful for extending the applications of this gait modulation phenomena. Although
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such applications are not directly related to this thesis, there have already been some

advances in therapeutic applications that are worth a brief discussion.

Applications of the link between optic flow and locomotion in stroke

rehabilitation

Earlier the phenomena of modulation of gait due to varying optic flow signals

in stroke patients was mentioned. This represents an interesting application of this

phenomena to facilitate stroke patient recovery. The idea is to promote recovery

of normal gait by modulating the stroke patients walking behavior by systematic

manipulation of optic flow signals. The aforementioned study Lamontagne et al

(2007) found that despite a decrease in the degree of modulation of walking based

on varying optic flow signals, stroke patients still exhibit increased walking speeds

when presented with slow optic flow signals. Subjects were instructed to maintain a

constant walking speed, and when presented with an optic flow signal corresponding

to slower walking speeds, sped up their gait in order to compensate for the perceived

slow down. This kind of method could be used in gait rehabilitation to promote

post stroke recovery. A study by Kang et al (2012) found significant improvements

in stroke patients who used optic flow speed modulation based rehab compared to

regular treadmill training and therapy [36].

Despite a lack of a quantitative model of how the visual system parses and

interprets optic flow signals, and how this processed visual information is eventually

used by the motor system to modulate gait, this effect of optic flow modulation

on gait has been used to treat stroke patients with impaired gait. A more detailed

understanding of how optic flow is used to control and modulate locomotion can only

help in developing even more targeted ways to exploit and employ this phenomena

for treatment purposes.

Optic flow and locomotion in this thesis

In this thesis, optic flow signals experienced by subjects during a natural
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locomotion task are measured. One of the aims is to provide a quantitative measure

of the input to the visual system while subjects do this task, as well as a measure

of result of motor output (foothold locations chosen, walking trajectory chosen).

A fundamental limitation of this research is that we are unable to manipulate

the visual input, since we are simply approximating it as it happens using the

mobile eye tracker. However this also provides an important advantage, which is

the measurement of this input as is during natural behavior, so it is not necessary to

make assumptions about the nature of a visual input. Optic flow has been simulated

in a variety of ways each with its own set of assumptions about what the signal looks

like naturally. However, it has been demonstrated by Matthis et al, (2021) that the

optic flow patterns on the retina vary through the gait cycle in a way that depends

on gaze location relative to the direction of travel [23]. This can be seen in Figure

1.1, which is reproduced from Matthis et al, (2021).

Here retinal motion during locomotion was approximated with numerical

simulations based on real walking and gaze data. The sign of the curl values in the

retinal optic flow input indicate the direction of fixation relative to the direction of

travel. The point of maximum divergence in the retinal optic flow signal projected

onto the ground plane corresponds to the direction of travel projected onto the

ground plane. This Figure illustrates the extensive modulation of the flow patterns

during a single step while gaze is held stable in the world. This modulation of

the flow pattern corresponds to substantial variation of instantaneous heading, and

raises the question of how the flow patterns are used perceptually. The gait induced

variation in heading makes it unlikely to be useful for steering towards a goal. A more

plausible scenario is that walkers learn the flow patterns consistent with stability

and use flow to modulate posture. The demonstrated effects of flow manipulations

on gait, discussed above, are consistent with this. The importance of this study

for the present work is that it demonstrates the importance of directly measuring
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Figure 1.1: Retinal curl and divergence during natural locomotion. Figure from
[23]. Each panel shows simulated retinal flow patterns along with the local curl
and divergence values. (A) corresponds to fixation in the same direction as the
direction of travel (eye velocity vector). (B) and (C) correspond to fixation to the
left and right of the eye velocity vector respectively, resulting in positive or negative
curl values. The point of maximum divergence projected onto the ground plane
coincides with the eye velocity vector projected onto the ground plane in each case.
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the motion patterns on the retina during natural locomotion, and shows how such

measurements are critical for interpreting the perceptual role of motion information.

This has been the only attempt to measure the actual pattern of flow during

locomotion. The present work adds to the Matthis et al study by computing the

statistics of the motion input to the visual system during natural locomotion.

1.2.3 Locomotion on treadmills

Background

Bipedal locomotion provides clear evolutionary advantages like energy con-

servation, and a better line of sight. One disadvantage when compared to quadrupedal

locomotion is that it is inherently unstable and somewhat ballistic at higher speeds.

While locomotor tasks like moving towards a particular location involve interaction

between many different brain regions, locomotor signals that generate the patterns

of activation that produce a preferred gait originate in the brainstem [37]. In fact

basic locomotor function remains intact in decerebrate cats [38]. Many studies have

shown that decorticate and decerebrate cats, with varying levels of transection, can

still exhibit different gait patterns. This illustrates the automaticity of such a be-

havior, requiring no executive cerebral control. This level of automaticity lends itself

towards experiments that measure repeatable and reliable gait characteristics. Many

studies that seek to understand human locomotion are conducted on treadmills or

closely monitored stretches of flat ground. This enables precise measurement of the

kinematics of movement, and even allows for electroencephalography (EEG) and

electromyography (EMG) recording during the behavior.

Certain lawful behavior during steady state locomotion has been found. For

example Borghese et al 1996 found invariant kinematic patterns across a range of lo-

comotion speeds, reflected by similar gait trajectories in principal component space

[39]. Despite differences in body composition between humans, certain similarities
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emerge as a result of some kind of optimization principle. The idea of optimiza-

tion for motor control is powerful, since it provides a framework for explaining the

emergence of particular strategies for dealing with motor problems given a partic-

ular set of tools. In the case of locomotion the bipedalism results in similarities.

One important well conserved pattern is the gait cycle (see Kharb et al 2011 for

review) [40]. The gait cycle refers to a cyclical pattern that a walker undergoes

during locomotion. A person might start standing with two feet firmly planted on

the ground, then commence walking. This first step is abnormal relative to the gait

cycle, but once it commences the walker cycles through a heel strike with the foot

that made the first step. The foot is then flat and firmly on the ground, when the

other foot leaves the ground in the toe off phase. There is then a single support

phase where only the first planted foot supports the body, while the recently toed

off foot swings, and is then planted in front, where another heel strike occurs. The

walker thus alternates between double support and single support as one or two feet

are in contact with the ground.

A lot is known about how locomotion functions from biomechanical modeling

of locomotion. One of the simpler but highly effective models is the linear inverted

pendulum or LIP [41]. This model uses the observation that dynamics of bipeds

during the single support phase can be well approximated by an inverted pendulum.

This conceptualization means that the walker takes advantage of basic dynamics of

their body, meaning they do not have to add a lot of kinetic energy into the system,

they instead ‘swing’ from foot plant to foot plant while conserving momentum. Dif-

ferent variations on the LIP have different advantages, but the simplicity of the LIP

makes it well suited for modelling locomotion particularly for robotics applications

when low dimensionality is important for real time computation.

The neural mechanics of locomotion are more difficult to observe and un-

derstand since one cannot rely purely on measured kinematics. However different
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technologies have made it possible to record from different parts of the nervous

system during locomotion in humans and other animal models, enabling us to un-

derstand some of the neural mechanisms. For example, electromyograms (EMG) can

be placed on the surface of the skin above muscles in order to measure the electrical

activity in the muscles. This measures the electrical activity in muscles that arises

as a consequence of nerve stimulation. This allows quantification of muscle activity,

which is important for modeling. For example Arsenault et al (1986) used EMG

to compare muscle activation in the soleus, rectus femoris, biceps femoris, vastus

medialis, and tibialis anterior during either treadmill vs walkway locomotion [42].

They concluded based on correlations between the corresponding muscle activations

on treadmills vs walkways that treadmills despite minor differences like larger EMG

amplitudes with smaller variation, treadmill and walkway locomotion is quite simi-

lar. This is an important point to make since a large portion of locomotion research

uses treadmills due to the experimental control it provides.

In this thesis, the data comes from a non treadmill locomotion task, how-

ever it is important to consider studies that use treadmills since they are similar

enough that insights derived from treadmill studies should be applicable to locomo-

tion in general. However it is also worth focusing on treadmill studies that more

closely approximate our task. Specifically, data in this thesis comes from walking

that requires visual feedback and dealing with complex terrain. I will briefly dis-

cuss treadmill studies that deviate from normal flat ground walking, since these

demonstrate some of the adaptive capacities of our locomotor systems.

Abnormal treadmill studies

Spit-belt treadmills are widely used in locomotion research for a variety of

applications. A key feature of the split-belt treadmill is the ability to both present

a walking task that deviates from a typical task that a subject is used to, and the

ability to systematically vary the amount of deviation by varying the speeds of each
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belt. The split-belt treadmill works by incorporating two separate treadmill belts

into one, with each belts speed being independently controlled. For many studies this

is used to simulate more varied environmental demands for example complex terrain.

This simulated complexity can then be used to see whether there are differences in

the capacity to deal with in stroke patients for example. In Reisman et al (2007),

individuals who had suffered from a stroke were compared to controls were compared

in their spit-belt walking adaptation. It was shown that the stroke patients did not

exhibit impaired adaptive abilities [43]. Another study by Riesman et al (2013)

showed that using a split-belt treadmill training process could be a viable treatment

option post stroke, to improve step length asymmetry [44]. Step length asymmetry

refers to the ability to produce alternating steps that vary in step length, which is

a deviation from preferred gait and required for navigating more complex terrain.

In addition to split-belt treadmills, treadmills with uneven terrain have been

used to examine the effects on locomotion. For example Voloshina et al (2013) used

a treadmill with elevated foam patches of varying heights tiled on the belt [45]. They

showed a net metabolic energy expenditure increase due to the terrain complexity.

They suggest that the increased expenditure could be due to increased mechanical

work at the knee and hip joints to accommodate the uneven terrain. Kent et al

(2019) used a similar treadmill to look at the walking dynamics [46]. They found

an increase in angular momentum range and variability that normally is close to

zero during level walking, and has been linked to falls when present. These studies

quantify differences that are introduced by terrain complexity, which highlights the

importance of studying complex terrain navigation as it unfolds as is done in this

thesis. Doing so in more unconstrained contexts as in this thesis will deepen our

understanding of how these adaptations manifest during natural behavior.

Applications of findings

Understanding how locomotion unfolds, particularly when it comes to more
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naturalistic settings like complex terrain (despite human efforts to maximize the

amount of flat ground in our environment), is essential for applying what we know

about locomotion practically. Whether in the domain of the design of legged bipedal

robots, for treatment of motor problems resulting in locomotor deficit through ther-

apy, or even the design of exo-skeletons or prosthetics to to address those deficits or

even augment normal function, it is critical to establish quantitative models of how

these systems function. Through these models one can better design and implement

such applications. However a missing component is a deeper understanding of the

underlying neural basis of these systems. This level of understanding is crucial in

developing quantitative models.

Bipedal locomotion is a desirable characteristic in ambulatory robots, since

it leverages momentum in order to conserve energy. Because of its complexity, the

design of bipedal robots often draws inspiration from biological systems. For ex-

ample Morimoto et al (2008) design bipedal humanoid robots using a sinusoidal

pattern generating coupled oscillator [47]. This model is inspired by the simplicity

of biological systems. Saputra et al (2015) show that using a model neuro-locomotor

system with ‘motoric’ and ‘sensoric’ neurons is effective for the control of 3-D lo-

comotion [48]. Since biological bipedal locomotion is a process that was reached

through many years of evolution, and due to the adaptive nature of neural systems,

it is likely a highly optimized process worth understanding and recreating to achieve

effective bipedal locomotion in robots.

Recovery of locomotor function after ailments like stroke, spinal cord injury,

or lower-limb amputation is a highly desirable clinical outcome. The extent to

which it is possible to restore locomotor function is related to the ability to establish

metrics that indicate normal behavior. Such metrics can be used to track the efficacy

of different treatment strategies over time when applied to clinical populations.

Various metrics have been proposed, for example the locomotor capabilities index
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or LCI [49], which is meant to measure lower-limb amputees’ walking ability with

prostheses. The LCI is a questionnaire with 14 questions that individuals self report

answers to. The questions range from whether someone get can get up from a chair,

to whether they can step up and down a sidewalk surb. As individuals recover their

ability to perform different locomotor functions, they will be able to complete more

of the tasks listed in the LCI. The different tasks in question were derived based on

locomotion research and a panel of experts and people with lower limb amputation.

Locomotion in this thesis

This thesis centers around data collected from human subjects performing

a complex terrain locomotion task. While there is some indication that energetic

costs influence locomotion, in natural terrain the walker must integrate different

costs factors such as energy and stability at the same time as gathering time-varying

visual information from the terrain to plan and control foot placement and direction.

There have been few attempts to consider locomotion in this complex decision-

theoretic context. One of the goals of this thesis is to provide empirical data about

how locomotion unfolds over complex terrain in a naturalistic setting. The natural

context allows us to address these more complex issues of action choices.

1.2.4 Photogrammetry

Background

Photogrammetry is a computer vision technique that attempts to reconstruct

objects and the environment from sequences of images. It leverages the fact that

objects and the environment are staying still while the camera is moving relative

to them, which can be used to infer the structure of the environment and how the

camera is moving relative to the environment. While there are subtle differences

between photogrammetry, and other techniques like SLAM (Simultaneous Local-

ization And Mapping) and SfM (Structure from Motion) [50], the main outputs of
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environmental structure and camera trajectory remain the same.

Photogrammetry in this thesis

While head mounted eye tracking allowed insights into gaze control and how

it reflected the underlying neural decision machinery, it relied on linking the gaze

behavior both to the actions performed, and the object in the world. Thus, if a sub-

ject is fixating a cup, both the hand action and the identity of the item in the scene

identify the cognitive goal. Thus a complete analysis of natural behavior requires

both the monitoring of the body, together with gaze, and a metrical representation

of the scene. While virtual reality can provide known scene structures, analysis

has been problematical for eye movements collected in real environments. In this

thesis, photogrammetry allows 3D metrical representations of the terrain subjects

walk over. Together with the motion capture date for body posture. this allows a

more quantitatively precise analysis of both the visual input and the visuo-motor

control loop guiding foot placement. Critically, it allows relating features of the 3D

structure of the terrain to the ongoing behavior.
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Chapter 2

Visual motion statistics

2.1 Introduction

For a moving observer travelling through a stationary environment, visual mo-

tion is determined by a combination of the observer’s movement through the

environment and the structure of the environment. The resulting pattern of

motion is commonly referred to as optic flow [51], [52]. This motion input

carries information about the environment as the eye moves through space

and rotates. This in principle extends to all visual motion signals, not just

those arising from ego-motion. Even in a relatively stable state (such as sit-

ting at a desk), there are small movements of the head and eye through space

while the eye remains fixated. In these situations the motion pattern is like-

wise determined by observer movement through space, and the structure of

the environment. Processing and using information about the environment

extracted from optic flow is thus an important function of visual motion pro-

cessing systems, since this can support adaptive behavior in different contexts.

Visual motion selectivity is present in the responses of V1 cells, which

exhibit both direction and velocity sensitivity. V1 projects both directly and
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indirectly to primate area MT [53] which appears to integrate and segment

computed motion signals originating in motion sensitive V1. Additionally, di-

rection encoding in MT is correlated with behavioral variability, suggesting

that a motion perception signal upon which decision making is based could

originate in MT [54]. However understanding more complex response prop-

erties of this and other motion sensitive areas ultimately requires knowledge

of the natural statistics that shape the neural selectivity at both evolution-

ary and developmental timescales. While there has been progress in relating

the properties of MT and MST to perception and behavioral goals [55], [56],

[57], it is difficult to do this effectively without an explicit knowledge of the

motion input and how it is shaped by behavior. Informal thinking about how

stimulus and actions are linked in natural scenarios can be limiting [58]. For

example, while the response to particular stimuli can be evaluated accurately,

the extent to which this is informative of how the system functions normally

is limited by how accurately the stimuli reflect natural inputs. This concern is

valid for areas like MT, but is even more pressing in further downstream areas

of the processing hierarchy where response properties can become even more

complex. For example area MST has been well established as preferentially

responding to global motion patterns, like those arising during self motion [59],

[60], [61]. However not much more is known for certain beyond this general

selectivity. Given the critical relationship between natural behavior and re-

sulting retinal input, a different approach may be necessary. Analysis of visual

response properties in the context of knowing how visual inputs are related

to behavior goals may be important for deeper understanding of the visual

system.

In this paper we examine eye movements during locomotion, and ex-

plore how they shape visual motion properties. Previous work has examined
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retinal motion statistics in a similar fashion [62], [63]. Here, retinal motion

inputs were approximated by recording head trajectories, and eye direction

statistics during locomotion, and using depth images in order to approximate

retinal motion signals by simulating these head and eye movements through 3D

environments. In these two studies, it was found that direction of ego-motion

and gaze direction heavily influences the motion signal, and that position in

the visual field is highly related to speed and direction statistics. They also

found that tuning properties of model neurons derived using measured input

statistics match those of motion processing neurons in primates. In the present

work, we simultaneously record gaze and image data while subjects walk in

a variety of different natural terrains. Since terrain is a profound influence

on gaze deployment, the in situ data collection strategy allows a more precise

evaluation of the natural statistics than the previous studies, and we focus on

interactions between gaze behavior and the resulting motion patterns. We find

a stereotyped pattern of gaze behavior that emerges due to the constraints of

the task, and this pattern of gaze drives much of the variation in the resulting

visual motion pattern. The manner in which gaze affects the motion pattern is

systematic, which has implications for neural processing. Vertical gaze angle

has a large effect on the velocity pattern of motion, whereas horizontal has

a large effect on the direction pattern of motion. We also examine how the

relationship between gaze and motion signal interacts with different terrains,

and what implications it could have for neural processing.

2.2 Experimental task and Data Acquisition

Participants: Each dataset used in this study was collected using the same

apparatus, but from two separately conducted studies with similar experimen-
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tal conditions. One group of participants (n=3) was recruited with informed

consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board at the University

of Texas at Austin. The second participant group (n=8) was recruited with

informed consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board at The

University of California Berkeley.

Equipment: Infrared eye recordings, first person scene video, and body

movements of all participants were recorded using a Pupil Labs mobile eye

tracker [14] combined with a Motion Shadow full body IMU based motion

capture system (Motion Shadow, Seattle, WA, USA). The eye tracker has

two infrared eye cameras, and a single outward facing scene camera. Each eye

camera records at 120Hz at 640x480 resolution, while the outward facing scene

camera records at 30Hz with 1920x1080 pixel resolution, with a 100 degree

diagonal field of view. The scene camera is situated approximately 3cm above

the right eye. The Shadow motion capture system is comprised of 17 3-axis

accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer sensors. The readings from the

suit are processed by software to estimate joint positions and orientations of a

full 3D skeleton. The sensors record at 100Hz, and the data is later processed

using custom Matlab code (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). See [64] and [23]

for more details.

Experimental Task: For both groups of participants (Austin dataset

and Berkeley dataset) the experimental task was similar, with variation in the

terrain types between the two locations:

For the Berkeley participants, the task involved walking back and forth

along a hiking trail that varied in terrain features and difficulty. This trail was

traversed two times in each direction by each participant. Different portions

of the trail were pre examined and designated as distinct terrain types, being

labeled as one of pavement, flat, medium, and bark, and rocks.
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For the Austin participants, the task involved walking back and forth

along a rocky dried out creek bed. Participants walked 3 times in each di-

rection. This is the same terrain used in [64]. This terrain difficulty is most

comparable to the rocks condition in the Berkeley dataset. For each of the

rocky terrains, the ground was sufficiently complex that subjects needed to use

visual information in order to guide foot placement (see [64] for more details).

Calibration and post-processing: At the start of each subjects

recording session, they were instructed to stand on a calibration mat that

was used for all subjects. The calibration mat has marked foot locations that

are at a fixed distance from a calibration point that is 1.5 meters away from

the center of the two foot locations. Subjects were then instructed to main-

tain fixation on this calibration point throughout a calibration process. The

calibration process involves rotating the head while maintaining fixation, to

8 different pre-determined head orientations (the cardinal and oblique direc-

tions). This segment of each subjects recording is later used to align and

calibrate the data. This is done by finding an optimal rotation that aligns the

mobile eye tracker’s coordinate system to that of the motion capture system,

such that the distance between the projected gaze vector and the calibration

point on the mat is minimized. This rotation is then applied to the position

data in the recording, aligning the rest of the recording in space. Each system’s

timestamps are then used to align the recording temporally, as timestamps are

recorded to a single laptop computer on a backpack worn by subjects through-

out the recording. (see [64] for more details). The 100Hz motion capture data

is upsampled using linear interpolation to match the 120Hz eye tracker data.

Fixation detection: Fixation detection is a crucial step in under-

standing the motion input during this behavior, and is a non-trivial problem

in head-free paradigms. Many different solutions have been proposed from dis-
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persion [65], to combinations of acceleration and velocity [66], to even higher

order measures like jerk [67]. Recent work has also proposed using neural

networks [68]. Here we use a velocity and acceleration threshold method with

thresholds set such that detected fixations best match hand coded fixations.

We use a threshold of 65deg/s velocity and 5deg/s2 acceleration. Frames of

the recording that fall below these thresholds are labeled as fixation frames,

and sequential fixation frames are grouped accordingly into fixation instances.

Fixation idealization via image feature pinning: Analysis of

fixational eye movements revealed robust stabilization of gaze location in the

world, while the eye counter-rotates in the orbit as the body moves forward

during a step (see Figure 2.3). This stabilization is primarily accomplished

by the vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR). The effectiveness of this stabilization

mechanism was determined by measuring the deviation of gaze from initially

fixated locations over the course of fixations, which had a median deviation of

0.83 degrees, and a mode of 0.26 degrees (see 2.8.1 for more details). Given

this result we opted to idealize fixations, enforcing 0 deviation from the ini-

tial fixation location over the course of fixations. This trades off eye tracker

noise with however much instability there actually is. Re-introduction of ar-

bitrary amounts of retinal slip can then be used to gauge the impact of this

manipulation.

Retinocentric coordinate system and eye movement directions:

The first goal of the study was to compute the retinal motion statistics caused

by movement of the body during fixations. This retinal motion is caused by

expansion of the image as the walker takes a step forward, together with ro-

tation around the yaw axis. After fixations are detected and each frame is

classified as either a fast (saccadic) or slow eye movement (stabilizing) frame,

directions of eye movements are computed for each. This is done by consid-
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ering sequential frame pairs that are either both stabilizing frames or both

saccadic frames. Then for each first frame in a pair, eye coordinate basis vec-

tors are calculated. Here the gaze direction is the third dimension (orthogonal

to the plane within which the eye movement direction will be calculated), the

first dimension is the normalized cross product between the eye direction and

the negative gravity in world coordinates. The second dimension is the cross

product between the first and third dimensions. This convention assumes that

there is no torsion about the viewing axis of the eye, and so one dimension (the

first) stays within a plane perpendicular to gravity. Using these coordinates,

the direction of the next eye direction (corresponding to the eye movement

occurring over frame pairs) is computed in the reference frame of the first eye

direction’s coordinates (x, y, z). The direction is then computed as

atan2(y, x)

. A schematic depicting this coordinate system can be seen in Figure 2.1

2.3 Oculomotor patterns during locomotion

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show excerpts of representative data from a subject during

locomotion. When the terrain is complex, subjects mostly direct gaze toward

the ground a few steps ahead [64]. This provides visual information to guide

upcoming foot placement. As the body moves forward, the subject makes a

sequence of saccades to locations further along the direction of travel. Fol-

lowing each saccade, gaze is held approximately stable for periods of around

200 msec so that visual information about upcoming foothold locations can be

acquired while the subject moves forwards during a step (Bonnen et al 2021).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depicting eye relative coordinate system. Left and right show
basis vectors used from different view points. Z corresponds to the gaze direction
in world coordinates. Then X is the vector perpendicular to both Z and the gravity
vector. Finally The Y coordinate is the vector perpendicular to both X and Z. The
X vector thus resides within the plane perpendicular to gravity.

This results in downward slow rotations of the eye to offset the forward motion

of the body. Stabilization is most likely accomplished by the vestibular ocu-

lar reflex, although other eye movement systems might also be involved [23].

There is variation in how far ahead subjects direct gaze between terrain types

(see Figure 2.4), although this pattern of saccades followed by stabilizing eye

movements is conserved.

This pattern of eye movements is important to highlight because in

conjunction with the pattern of head movements resulting from locomotion, it

determines the pattern of retinal motion. Approximating this retinal motion

pattern thus requires taking the eye movements into account. It is particularly

important to detect and isolate fixations since saccadic suppression interferes

with vision during saccades [69], [70], although the neural mechanisms are

still poorly understood. In order to take this observation into account in

our analysis of motion statistics, saccades are excluded from visual motion
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Figure 2.2: Characteristic excerpt of vertical gaze angle trace during rocky ter-
rain navigation. As subjects navigate complex terrain, they acquire visual informa-
tion through alternating saccades and stabilizing eye movements. Gaze behavior is
stereotyped, with a general pattern of alternating upwards saccades (increasing gaze
angle, over a short period of time) followed by downwards stabilizing eye movements
(decreasing gaze angle, over a more extended period of time).

approximation related analysis. However the statistics of saccade direction and

magnitude are computed separately for completeness (see Appendix 2.8.4).

Analysis of eye movement direction statistics reveals a strong bias in the

downward direction for slow eye movements, and upward direction for saccadic

eye movements. Data from this analysis can be seen in Figure 2.5. For the

slow eye movements, the average direction was -91.5 with a standard error

of 1.29 degrees (with -90 corresponding to straight downward). In contrast

the saccadic eye movement average direction was 89.125 with a standard error

of 1.97 degrees (90 degrees being straight up). The standard deviation of all

directions (across all subjects) for each distribution was 51.167 degrees and

48.997 for stabilizing and saccadic movements respectively.

The observed pattern of eye movement direction distributions is strongly

driven by the particularities of the ongoing behavior. As walkers search for
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Figure 2.3: Schematic depicting typical sequence of eye movements. As subject
approaches new unknown terrain, saccades to new potential foothold locations are
made (left) followed by stabilizing slow eye movements while visual information is
extracted (right).

and identify suitable footholds, they must direct gaze further along the path

in order to anticipate arrival at future locations. However, due to saccadic

suppression mechanisms including image blur, useful visual information is un-

likely to be extracted from the environment during saccades. This means that

walkers need to fixate points on the ground, and the oculomotor system must

produce a slow downward eye movement in order to stabilize the image on the

retina as the walker approaches the fixated location. These stabilized down-

ward eye movements occur regularly throughout different terrain conditions.

After sufficient visual information is extracted during the slow eye movement,

gaze must then be directed upwards in order to begin search and identification

of new footholds further along the path. These upwards eye movements are

mostly saccadic. These two stereotyped eye movements give rise to the differ-

ence in the direction distributions of stabilizing and saccadic eye movements.

This pattern of eye movements has a strong effect on the resulting retinal

motion pattern [23], making it essential to incorporate the effects into any
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Figure 2.4: Vertical gaze angle (angle relative to gravity direction) distributions
across various terrain types. Subjects walked across various terrain types which
induced different gaze behaviors. Terrain variability ranges from almost entirely flat
(pavement) to complex, requiring lots of visual information to navigate (rocky)

analysis of motion inputs.

2.4 Motion statistics depend on gaze angle

2.4.1 Optic flow estimation based retinal Motion approximation

In order to approximate retinal motion input to the visual system, we combine

eye movement measurements from the mobile eye tracker with a computer vi-

sion optic flow estimation algorithm (DeepFlow [71]). Video from eye tracker’s

scene camera (subject first person perspective) is broken into sequential frames

and input as frame pairs into the optic flow estimation algorithm. This pro-

vides for each sequential frame pair a motion vector for each pixel providing an

estimate of where the pixel moved from the first frame to the second. Because

the scene camera video is first undistorted so that a pinhole camera can be
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Figure 2.5: Polar histograms of eye movement directions. Eye movements were
classified as either fast or slow based on previous fixation detection. Stabilizing
(slow) eye movement distribution on the left, fast (saccades) on the right. 270
degrees corresponds to straight down in eye centered coordinates, 90 corresponds
to straight up. Stabilizing eye movements are largely in the downward direction,
where stable locations on the ground are fixated by subjects as the approach them,
causing a slow downward eye movement. Some upward eye movements occur and
are likely due to small saccades that are classified as fixations and perhaps gait-
related head/body sway while fixating. Saccadic eye movement are largely in the
upward direction, as subjects look further ahead as they navigate the terrain, and
have already acquired visual information from the currently fixated location. Some
saccades closer to the body are also observed presumably when foot placement
requires additional information

assumed, these motion vectors can be thought of as existing in an image plane

situated at a distance of one focal length away from the camera (perpendicular

of the direction of the camera). Using the focal length of the camera in pixels

(estimated using camera calibration [72]), the 3D direction vectors relative to

the camera center of each of the pixels, as well as each of their corresponding

pixel destinations computed by DeepFlow can be computed. Thus for each

frame pair, for each pixel, there are a pair of 3D vectors, one corresponding to

the initial location of the pixel, and one the final after the visual motion has
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occurred. Theses pairs of vectors can be thought of as rotations of each pixel

around the camera.

The eye is then assumed to be in the same location as the camera,

which is convenient for the purposes of retinal motion approximation (the

resulting error is trivial, since this would be the difference from recording from

a hypothetical camera located at the eye center, which is a few centimeters

from the actual camera). For each frame pair of the video, the corresponding

eye in head movement (also represented as an initial point and final point in

the image plane, and as a result two 3D vectors, or a rotation) can then be

calculated. The rotational effect of the eye movement is then applied to all

of the end points of the pixel motion vectors, incorporating the effects of the

eye movement into the camera relative visual motion, resulting in eye relative

motion. This eye relative motion is still in the reference frame of the camera

(pixel coordinates), and is then converted into retinal coordinates by mapping

eccentricity and polar angle to a 2D plane (eccentricity is known since the

gaze location on the camera’s image plane is known). This mapping is done

through nearest neighbor sampling of the camera image (which has for each

pixel a corresponding rotation, which is converted to a speed and direction in

eye coordinates).

The retinal motion signal is represented as a 2D grid where grid points

(x, y), which are each in the directions (X, Y ) as in Figure 2.1, correspond to

polar retinal coordinates (θ, φ), by the relationship

θ = atan2(y, x)

φ =
√
x2 + y2

. Thus eccentricity in visual angle is mapped linearly to the image plane
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as a distance from the point of gaze. At each (x, y) coordinate there is a

corresponding speed in deg
s

and direction atan2(∆x,∆y) of movement.

Approximation of retinal motion that incorporates the eye translations

and rotations through space as a consequence of the motion of the body during

locomotion is especially important for this behavior, where there is a stereo-

typed pattern of saccades and fixations as subjects walk forwards (see Figure

2.2). We include only the data from fixation frames, as determined by the

fixation detection process described in 2.2.

2.4.2 Mean motion speed and direction statistics

Subject gaze angle has a large effect on the pattern of retinal motion because of

the resulting planar geometry [73]. Here we first consider the average motion

signal across all data, where the effects of the overall distribution of gaze angles

produce particular features in both the speed and direction patterns. We will

then explore the effects of gaze angle more directly.

Approximated retinal motion described in 2.4.1 is averaged over all

terrains and all subjects to compute a mean flow field. Both speed (deg
sec

) and

direction are averaged, and the resulting mean flow field is visualized in terms

of speed and direction. Speed is colormapped to blue to yellow, with blue

being the lowest velocity, and yellow being the highest. Directions at different

retinal locations are represented by unit vectors indicating the direction.

The average flow field shows regular patterns in the spatial distribution

of speed and direction. Results from this analysis can be seen in Figure 2.6.

Speed increases as a function of eccentricity, although this increase is not

radially symmetric. The lower visual field has steeper speed increases as a

function of eccentricity compared to the upper. The left and right visual fields

are even lower than the upper visual field. Average speeds in the lower visual
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Figure 2.6: Average speed of retinal motion signal as a function of retinal position.
Speed is colormapped (blue = slow, red = fast). Average is computed across all
subjects, and terrain types. Speed is computed in degrees of visual angle per second.
Shown on the right are three example distributions at particular retinal locations.
Speed variability also increases along with the mode speed of the distributions, which
can be seen in the distribution widths

field peak at 24.6 deg/s (at 45 degrees eccentricity) whereas the upper peaks

at 17.4 (also 45 degrees eccentricity). Average speeds within the central 5

degrees of eccentricity do not exceed 3 degrees/second.

The average directions of flow exhibit a radially expansive pattern. This

can be seen in Figure 2.7. Motion direction is away from the fovea, however

the degree of pure expansive motion directions (directly away from center) is

also not radially symmetric. Directions are biased towards vertical directions,

with only a narrow band in the left and right visual field exhibiting leftward

or rightward motion.

The main features of the mean motion signal arise due to the particular

pattern of gaze behavior. The ground fixations result in a situation where

from the perspective of the eye, the ground plane is translating towards the

eye while also rotating (as the observer moves mostly parallel to the ground

plane at eye height, and fixates a ground point resulting in rotation). The
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Figure 2.7: Average direction of retinal motion signal as a function of retinal po-
sition. Direction is indicated by a unit vector drawn at particular location. Here
direction corresponds to direction in a 2d projection of visual space, where eccen-
tricity from the direction of gaze in degrees is mapped linearly to distance in polar
coordinates in the 2d projection plane.

component of eye velocity towards the fixation location results in the expansive

pattern that can be seen in the spatial distribution of direction. The rotational

component, as well as the eccentric angle that the ground plane is viewed

from (not perpendicular like with a fronto-parallel plane) results in distortions

from a radially symmetric expansive pattern. This can be seen slightly in the

spatial distribution of directions, where directions are away from the fovea,

with slight upwards and downward biases in the upper and lower visual fields

respectively. The increasing speeds as a function of eccentricity, along with the

radially asymmetry of this effect, are also related to the towards and rotational
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components of the ground plane relative to the eye.

2.4.3 Effects of horizontal and vertical gaze angle on motion pat-

tern

While navigating complex terrain, subjects direct gaze towards the ground,

which affects the average motion pattern. However gaze angle changes sub-

stantially over the course of the behavior, depending on the demands of the

terrain, which in turn drives changes in the experienced motion pattern.

The same method for computing an average flow field is applied to

subsets of the data, separated by horizontal and vertical gaze angle. Vertical

gaze angle is defined as the angle of gaze in world coordinates relative to

gravity. Horizontal angle is defined relative to the overhead projected direction

of head translation, with 0 degrees meaning gaze is in the same direction

as head translation, and positive being rotated clockwise when viewed from

above, negative being counter-clockwise. Frames of recordings for all subjects

are binned by their respective horizontal or vertical angles (-60 to 60 in 40

degree increments for horizontal, and 0 to 90 in 30 degree increments for

vertical, and average flow fields are calculated within bins. Vertical gaze angle

is measured relative to gravity, and so the effect is driven by different terrain

demands that cause the subject to direct gaze closer or further from the body.

Horizontal gaze angle is defined relative to the direction of travel, and as a

result reflects interactions between gaze direction and body motion.

Horizontal gaze angle (defined as clockwise angle of gaze direction rela-

tive to ground plane projection of eye translation direction) has a substantial

effect on the spatial pattern of motion direction, with a smaller effect on the

spatial pattern of motion speeds. This can be seen in Figure 2.8, panel A. The

orientation of iso-contour lines changes slightly, although a pattern of increas-
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ing speed with eccentricity particularly in the lower visual field is maintained.

The global motion direction pattern shows a systematic dependence on hor-

izontal gaze angle, changing from expansive motion centered at the fovea to

expansive motion with additional rotation around the fovea (either clockwise

or counter clockwise depending on if gaze is directed to the left or right relative

to the translation direction). This makes motion directions more perpendicu-

lar to the radial direction of the retinal location of the motion, as gaze becomes

more eccentric relative to the translation direction. In other words, as gaze

is directed at a higher angle relative to the direction of travel, there is more

rotational motion about the gaze location introduced into the input.

  

A B

Figure 2.8: Effect of horizontal and vertical gaze angles (measured relative to the
head translation direction and relative to gravity respectively) on motion speed and
direction. Here average motion speed or direction is computed across the visual
field, for ranges of horizontal or vertical gaze angles. Frames of the recording where
the horizontal or vertical gaze angle falls within bins of width 40 degrees, with edges
ranging from -60 to 60 for horizontal, and 30 degree width bins from 0 to 90 for
vertical, are averaged within bins.

The relationship between angle and speed or motion direction is differ-
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ent for vertical gaze angle, which can be seen in Figure 2.8, panel B. There is

not a noticeable effect on the spatial pattern of motion direction. However the

motion speed shows a significant change. As gaze is directed more towards the

horizon, the pattern of increasing speed as a function of eccentricity becomes

more radially symmetric. The opposite occurs with decreasing gaze angle, as

gaze is shifted more towards straight downwards, the distribution of motion

speed becomes more radially asymmetric, with much of the upper visual field

showing similarly low speeds to the fovea, and the lower visual field having

higher speeds.

Horizontal gaze angle had a noticeable effect on the spatial distribution

of motion direction, with only a slight effect on speed, whereas vertical gaze

angle has more of an effect on speed than direction. Horizontal gaze angle

has a general effect of adding either clockwise or counter clockwise rotation

the expansive motion pattern, resulting in an expansive and rotating flow field

centered at the fovea, with the degree of rotation scaling with gaze eccentricity

from straight ahead. These flow fields are reminiscent of the types of optic

flow stimuli known to provoke strong responses in MST neurons, whose role

in processing optic flow is well studied [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. Many

MST neurons have exhibited tuning in ’spiral space’ [74], of which rotation is

a dimension that seems well captured by variation in horizontal gaze angle.

Vertical gaze angle alters the spatial pattern of speed such that it is more

radially symmetric at higher angles (more towards the horizon). At higher

angles (more towards the horizon) speeds are much higher in the lower visual

field than upper. The radially symmetric pattern experienced at lower vertical

gaze angles is most reminiscent of optic flow fields one might generate using a

dot field, however the radially asymmetric signals experienced at higher gaze

angles (more within the distribution observed for more difficult terrains) has
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the distinct upper vs lower field asymmetry, which is prominent in the mean

flow signal (see 2.6).

2.5 Visual motion generated by saccades and imperfect

stabilization

2.5.1 Eye movement speed statistics

Following categorization as either saccadic or stabilizing eye movements, the

speed of the eye movements was quantified. The results are shown in Figure

2.9. Each plot shows a 2D histogram of eye movement velocities, broken into

horizontal and vertical components.

Figure 2.9: 2D histograms of vertical and horizontal components of eye movements.
Note axes on right plot are double the scale of the left plot. Outermost circle on
left plot fits into blank region in center of right plot. Grayscale colormap shows
probability of vertical and horizontal eye components for either stabilizing (left) or
fast (right) eye movements. Stabilizing eye movements are concentrated downwards,
whereas fast eye movements are more dispersed, with a higher concentration in the
upward direction.
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For saccadic eye movements (Figure 2.9, right), the distribution of verti-

cal speeds is bimodal, with peaks at -80 and +80 deg/s (negative correspond-

ing to upwards), with a higher density in the upwards direction. These eye

movements mostly direct gaze towards new possible foothold locations that

are further along the path, with some saccades back downwards during the

search. The distribution is horizontally symmetric.

For stabilizing eye movements (Figure 2.9, left), the distribution of ver-

tical speeds is shifted in the downward direction, towards -9 deg/s. Like with

saccades, the distribution of horizontal speeds is symmetric. These slow eye

movements in the downward direction stabilize the image of the upcoming

terrain on the retina as subjects approach as they walk forwards.

The hypothetical effect of saccadic eye movements on the visual motion

signal is quite large, since it would add the speed of the saccade to an instanta-

neous motion input, and shift motion directions in the opposite direction of the

saccade. On the other hand, the stabilizing eye movement is what confers the

observed properties to the motion signal described above. While it is difficult

to estimate the exact contribution of imperfections in stabilization (slight over

or under compensation for the observers forward movement by the downwards

slow eye movement), we provide a metric that suggests stabilization perfor-

mance results in maintenance of initial fixation targets within a small region

of the fovea (2.8.1).
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2.6 Gaze angle independent terrain effects on motion

signal

2.6.1 Between terrain vertical gaze angle

Subjects navigated a path with variable terrain features. Different segments of

the path were segmented manually by observing common features and walking

path complexity. Since subjects walked the same path the labelling of separate

terrain types was consistent across subjects. In this analysis the distributions

of vertical gaze angle were computed for different terrains across all subjects.

Vertical gaze angle is the angle between the direction of gravity and the current

gaze angle.

Gaze angle distributions vary across terrain types, which can be seen in

Figure 2.4. In order of increasing terrain complexity (Rocks, medium, bark,

flat, and pavement), the median vertical gaze angles (relative to straight down-

wards) were (in degrees) 43.7, 50.33, 62.54, 67.95, and 75.9 respectively. With

the exception of Rocks, the distributions all had degrees of bimodality, with

lower peaks at 50.77, 57.70, 60, and 62.3 (for medium, bark, flat, and pavement

respectively), and higher peaks of 80.77, 78.46, 78.46, 83.08.

Walkers seem to adopt different gaze strategies as the demands of the

terrain change. From most complex (rocky) to least complex (pavement),

vertical gaze angle changes from closest to feet, to mostly directed towards the

horizon. For the rocky terrain, the amount of uncertainty regarding stability

of foothold locations is higher, since terrain is more variable compared to flat

ground with elevations and crevices due to the large rocks. In contrast, the

pavement is completely flat by design, and so past experience would suggest to

walkers that no visual information is necessary to coordinate foot placement,
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so gaze is directed towards the horizon. Interestingly, the ‘flat’ condition

also has flat ground where stability is guaranteed, however it is not paved.

This makes walkers more cautious than on paved ground, with gaze being

directed downward more often, possibly because surface friction is less than

on the paved road, hence more visual information might be needed about more

immediate stepping locations.

2.6.2 Photogrammetric reconstruction based retinal motion ap-

proximation

The relative contributions of non flat ground plane structure and the ground

plane itself to motion are of interest. Presumably, because of the determin-

istic nature of flow patterns for completely flat ground given a particular eye

translation and rotation, walkers can learn the expected signal for completely

flat ground. Thus the visual system may be able to exploit this regularity by

assessing deviations from the expected signal, however the magnitude of the

deviation needs to be calculated to explore this. This could in principal be

done by computing a ’flat ground equivalent’ for each frame of data, and the

computing the difference. However any noise in the head and eye orientation

measurements would result in slight misalignment of corresponding locations

in visual space when comparing the two signals. To account for this, retinal

motion is approximated using photogrammetric reconstruction of the terrain.

Doing so allows explicit control of this alignment, since both motion signals

are computed based on the same eye orientation measurement, and the terrain

used to compute the motion signal is manipulated. This is done by computing

depth maps and treating these as a ground truth geometry. We use Pho-

togrammetry package Meshroom [75] in order to simultaneously reconstruct

terrain and approximate camera position and orientation from the eye tracker
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scene camera video. Meshroom does this by taking as input a sequence of

images and using a series of image and 3D point processing methods. The

output is a 3D triangle mesh representation of the environment, in the same

coordinate system as the estimated camera positions and orientations.

Using Blender [76], the 3D triangle mesh representations of the terrain

are combined with the spatially aligned eye position and direction data. A

virtual camera is then placed at the eye location and oriented in the same

direction as the eye, and a depth image is acquired using Blender’s built in

z-buffer method. Thus the depth image input at each frame of the recording is

computed. Visual motion in eye coordinates can then be computed by tracking

the movement of projections of 3D locations in the environment onto the plane

described in 2.4.1 as a consequence of translation and rotation of the eye (see

[77] for generalized approach).

For each instance of retinal motion input calculated from a depth im-

age, a corresponding flat ground version is also computed. This is done by

computing the motion input assuming a flat ground plane. The flat ground

plane is normal to gravity, and is placed at a height equal to height of the

fixated location in the original depth image.

The same convention for representation of retinal motion described in

2.4.1 is used here. See Appendix 2.8.2, Figure 2.15 for comparison of eccen-

tricity dependent speed distributions between methods.

2.6.3 Flat ground normalized MT response distance

Here for each terrain type, retinal flow inputs are resampled such that the

associated vertical and horizontal gaze angle distributions match the overall

combined distributions (to avoid bias due to gaze angle effects). Then the

flow fields computed from depth maps and simulated flat ground flow field for
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the same instance are transformed to MT-like representations of local motion

(see Appendix 2.8.3 for analysis on speed rather than model cell response).

Here a similar approach to [78] is taken. A polar grid 20 x 32 total retinal

locations are considered, with 5 x 8 different model MT cell responses for each

location, corresponding to 5 different speeds and 8 different directions. There

are 20 different eccentricities (ranging from 2.25 to 45 degrees at 2.25 degree

intervals intervals) with 32 different polar directions, and motion within a

pooling area similar to MT receptive field size given the eccentricity [79]. The

5 x 8 different MT cells correspond to 5 different preferred speeds (2,4,8,16,32

deg
s

) with 8 different preferred directions (cardinal and oblique directions). We

use the same model described in [78], where the activity of each model MT

cell rMT at location (x, y) with preferred speed ρpref and preferred direction

θpref is given by:

rMT (x, y; θpref , ρpref ) = dMT (x, y; θpref )sMT (x, y; ρpref ),

Where dMT and sMT are the direction and speed responses of the unit

respectively. The direction response is given by:

dMT (x, y; θpref ) = exp(σθ(cos(θ(x, y) − θpref ) − 1))

with σθ = 3. Speed response is given by:

sMT (x, y; ρpref ) = exp

(
−
log2(ρ(x,y)+s0

ρpref+s0
)

2σ2
ρ

)

with σρ = 1.16 and s0 = 0.33. The resulting response is bound by [0,1].

See [78] for more details.

The 20 x 32 x 5 x 8 different MT responses are computed for each flow
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field, both on the actual flow field and the corresponding flat ground flow field

(see 2.6.2). The euclidean distance between the 40 dimensional (5 x 8) firing

rate vector at each of the 20 x 32 locations is computed between the actual

and corresponding flat ground flow fields. The result is a 20 x 32 distance

map for each flow field. These distance maps are then averaged within terrain

types.

Figure 2.10: Visualization of mean normalized distance between MT like represen-
tation of motion signal at different retinal locations across terrains. Red circle with
10 degree radius indicates central region considered in next analysis. At each retinal
location, the distance between the normalized firing rate vector for each simulated
flat ground vs actual recorded data frame is computed. Distances are then averaged
across all inputs within each terrain type. In colormap red corresponds to higher
distance (more deviation from flat ground).

Average normalized MT firing rate vector distances show differences

between terrains, which is shown in Figure 2.10. For the central 10 degrees of

visual angle, the median distances between actual and flat ground simulated

MT responses were 0.245, 0.259, 0.296, 0.346, and 0.460 for pavement, medium,

bark, flat, and rocks respectively. As shown earlier in Figure 2.4, each terrain

induced a different gaze angle distribution. In Figure 2.11 the relationship

between flat ground deviation and median vertical gaze angle is shown. Median

vertical gaze angles for the different terrain types were 75.90, 67.95, 62.54,

50.33, and 43.70.

The computed deviation from flat ground for each terrain type’s average

motion signal was inversely related to the median vertical gaze angle. In
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Figure 2.11: Median distance of foveal MT like representation between flat ground
simulated and actual input plotted against median vertical gaze angle for each ter-
rain. The median flat ground deviation (measured in terms of distance between
normalized model MT firing rate vectors of simulated flat ground vs actual motion)
is calculated for the central 10 degrees of eccentricity for each terrain.

other words, the more complex (less like flat ground) a terrain, the closer to

their body the walker needed to direct gaze as they navigated the terrain.

This provides some insight into how the gaze allocation and foothold finding

strategy might change across terrains. It is also evidence of some kind of

visual signature (in this case in the motion pattern) that indicates terrain

complexity, and could be used to signal different contexts in order for the

walker to adjust strategies. Humans are known to flexibly switch visuomotor

control strategies depending on context [80], [81], and this signal might be

related to how different contexts are recognized. This could be tested with

experimental setups that explicitly manipulate terrain complexity.
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2.7 General Discussion

Here we present a novel method for approximating retinal motion signals dur-

ing natural behavior, as well as the simulated corresponding flat ground motion

signals. This has allowed us to measure eye movement statistics, gaze angle

distributions, retinal motion statistics, and VOR stability. Additionally it

has allowed measurement of surface complexity in a perceptual variable (the

normalized firing rate vector distance between flat ground and actual signal).

2.7.1 Mean speed and direction of retinal motion

It is worth highlighting that the eye translations and resulting stabilizing ro-

tations are what give rise to this particular pattern of motion. The flow field is

reminiscent of Gibson’s formulation of optic flow [51], with the focus of expan-

sion centered right at the point of gaze. The emergence of this expansive flow

field centered at the point of gaze might suggest that subjects preferentially

look at the focus of expansion. The theoretical focus of expansion resulting

from a paralyzed eye translating through space is however distinct from this

observed average flow pattern, which results from the previously described

combination of ground plane translation and rotation relative to the eye. [23].

Average signals have implications for the interpretation of neurophysi-

ology experiments. For example, [78] shows that heading direction tuning in

MSTd neurons could simply be an emergent property of efficient coding of the

statistics of the input stimulus, without the specific optimization for decoding

heading direction. Statistical summaries of input signals and the associated

behaviors (such as gaze angle in this case) could prove useful in understanding

the responses of motion sensitive neurons, since some responses properties may

arise as a consequence of efficient coding. For example, one might expect to
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find perceptual biases or over representation of neural tuning for greater speeds

as a function of eccentricity. However this many not be a radially symmetric

effect, since average motion speeds tend to increase most rapidly towards the

lower visual field, followed by the upper, and then the left and right (as seen in

Figure 2.6). Additionally, one might expect to see receptive fields that reflect

the band of low velocities that results from the geometry of the ground plane,

which can be seen in the contour lines in average speed signal visualizations.

It is worth mentioning that these average signals reflect those experi-

enced during this particular class of locomotion, where visual information is

needed. Different tasks with different gaze behaviors and scene geometries

could result in different patterns of visual motion, however the influence of

gaze angle on the resulting motion signal would still be of importance even for

different tasks.

2.7.2 Effects of horizontal and vertical gaze angle on motion pat-

tern

These effects have implications for how the brain might process optic flow

information, since particular eye orientations have statistical relationships to

particular flow patterns, which could be learned and exploited by the visual

system. Effects of eye position on response properties of visual neurons have

been extensively observed in different regions [82], [83], [84]. Perhaps this eye

direction tuning is related to how similar or different a particular pattern of

stimulation is to the average stimulus given a particular eye direction. “Mis-

match” neurons have been observed in the visual cortex of mice, where firing

rate is related to the degree of mismatch between the anticipated motion signal

given a particular movement of the mouse and a fixed environmental struc-

ture, and the observed motion signal (which is controlled by the experimenter)
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[85]. It is possible that a similar strategy might be employed given a static

environment and a known statistical relationship between particular eye and

body movements and patterns of visual motion.

2.7.3 Eye movement direction statistics

Each direction distribution has a clear peak in either the upward or downward

direction, with some variation about the peak direction. Figure 2.9 does reveal

key differences about the two classes of eye movements. The saccade distribu-

tion is more dispersed, and more asymmetric with peaks in both the upwards

and downwards directions. The higher variation could be due to search sac-

cades as subjects look for new suitable foothold locations, and this search

spans both upwards and downwards directions. In contrast the stabilizing eye

movement distributions are more concentrated downwards, as subjects counter

rotate their eyes to stabilize the image as the translate forwards. It is worth

noting that it is possible that small saccades get classified as stabilizing eye

movements, resulting in wider distributions than one might expect for the sta-

bilizing eye movement directions and horizontal and vertical speed. However,

most of the variation in the direction distribution of the slow eye movements

can be explained by three different factors. The first is that stabilization dur-

ing the side to side sway of the body during locomotion requires downward

eye movements with sideways components to compensate for this sway. This

results in small deviations from straight downward movement directions. The

second is that not all fixations are directly on future destinations, which leads

to a similar effect as for side to side sway but even more pronounced if gaze

direction differs substantially from the current movement direction. Finally,

even in cases where fixations are directly on future destinations, this fixation

could be taking place during a turn to face said destination, which would also
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result in variations around straight downward eye movements.

The measured eye movement statistics raise an interesting question

about eye movement systems. Given its evolutionary importance locomotion

and the accompanying patterns of gaze may have shaped characteristics of eye

movement systems. For example [86] shows higher resolution, and over rep-

resentation of upper visual field superior colliculus neurons in macaque mon-

keys, which contrast with previous assumptions about symmetry. Whether

such asymmetries exist in systems governing slower stabilizing eye movements

is still unknown, but worth investigating given our results. [87] found modula-

tion of retinal projections to the superior colliculus based on arousal, further

demonstrating the importance of examining these systems in different con-

texts.

2.7.4 Gaze angle distribution across terrain types

The observed vertical gaze angle distribution shows cognitive flexibility re-

garding context shifts for the visuomotor system. Walkers are able to adopt

different strategies (although the nature of these differences beyond gaze angle

is unclear) depending on visually identifiable terrain characteristics.

Another interesting feature of these distributions is the bimodality of

all of them except for the ‘rocks’ condition. Each has one peak more towards

about eye height out in front of the walker (45 degrees), and one peak more to-

wards the horizon (90 degrees). This suggests a common strategy between the

terrains of foothold-finding fixations with look-ahead fixations interspersed.

The height of the lower peak decreases with terrain complexity, whereas the

horizon peak increases with decreasing terrain complexity. This would indicate

that the amount of look-ahead fixations compared to the amount of foothold-

finding fixations increases as terrain complexity decreases, since information
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about the ground is less important. Walkers are then more free to acquire

information about the upcoming path.

2.7.5 Stability of VOR during locomotion with ground fixation

Because of this low slippage, the remainder of our analysis which focus on reti-

nal motion signals will rely on a method that trades off between reliance on

this low slippage assumption, and eye tracker noise. Specifically, the method

for tracking initial fixation locations described in is used and the estimated

gaze locations during fixations are replaced with the initial fixation location.

This effectively idealizes fixations, pinning them at the initial fixation location

for each detected fixation. This enforces 0 motion at the fovea, since the re-

quired eye movement perfectly counter rotates to stabilize the initially fixated

location. The reported average error for Pupil Labs mobile eye tracker is 1

degree, although this may in most cases correspond to bias as opposed to vari-

ance. However when considering the worst case frame by frame scenario, this

can result in large amounts of motion at the fovea. Additionally, the sampling

rate of the eye tracker (30Hz) is low in relation to the timescales at which

saccades begin and end. Thus we rely on this pinned fixation method for gaze

location estimates over the course of fixations.

Stability of VOR needs to be further investigated with specific exper-

imental setup although it does have interesting implications regarding the

nature of most visual motion inputs (whose patterns arise from this stable

fixation + head movement relative to fixated location). This constraint on

motion inputs that results from fixating stable objects is important to con-

sider when interpreting the results of experiments on visual motion processing

systems.
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2.7.6 Motion resulting from terrain complexity

The nature of the relationship between the flat ground response deviation for

each terrain and median gaze angle is still unclear. Previous studies have ob-

served higher variability of vertical gaze angle for irregular terrains [88], which

was also observed in our results. Higher deviation terrain (more uncertainty)

could be inducing a change in gaze allocation strategy, although what kind of

benefit this might confer is not immediately obvious. For flat ground versus

ground that has some obstacles, the need for visual information induces more

ground fixations, however it is unclear why there is a gradient of effects for

more variable terrain. This could be related an interaction between the spatial

resolution of information needed given different terrain types, and the amount

of certainty needed to maintain efficient gait. Understanding this relationship

more precisely would require causal manipulation.

What is also still unclear is whether this change in strategy is optimal,

and if so the sense in which it is optimal. What benefit does shifting gaze closer

to the body confer in terms of visuomotor control? Is it related in any way to

uncertainty? The deviation from flat ground metric does capture something

like degree of uncertainty when no visual information is available, and so per-

haps the level of uncertainty about the terrain is what drives differences in gaze

allocation[89], [90], [91]. The precise relationship between terrain structure,

uncertainty, and visuomotor strategy still needs to be further investigated.
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2.8 Appendix

2.8.1 Within fixation initial target deviation

Sequential fixation frames are treated as single fixations, where an initial fix-

ation target can be calculated. This is simply the gaze location in the camera

image at the first fixation frame. Using optic flow vectors computed by Deep-

flow ([71]), this initial fixation location is tracked for the duration of the fixa-

tion. This is done by indexing the optic flow vector field at the initial fixation

location, measuring it’s displacement across the first frame pair, computing

its new location in the next frame, and then measuring the flow vector at this

new location. This is repeated for each frame in the fixation. The resulting

trajectory is that of the initial fixation location in camera image space over

the duration of the fixation. For each frame of the fixation, the actual gaze

location is then compared to the current location of the initial fixation location

(with the first frame excluded since this is how the initial fixation is defined).

The locations are converted into 3D vectors as described in 2.4.1, and the

median angular distance between gaze location and initial fixation location is

computed for each fixation.

The vestibular-ocular reflex (VOR) was shown to be stable over the

course of individual fixations. Data from this analysis can be seen in Figure

2.12. The median of the distribution of median initial fixation position devia-

tions was 0.826 degrees. The 75th percentile is at 2.8, while the 95th percentile

is at 14.97 degrees. It is likely that the long tail of the distribution results

from errors in specifying the fixations rather than failure of stabilization.

Despite the frequent gaze shifts resulting in short fixations at rapidly

varying locations, subjects were able to stabilize the fixated ground locations

relatively well. For 75% of all fixations, the initially fixated location remained
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Figure 2.12: Histogram of deviation from initial fixation location over the course of
fixation. Initial fixation location is computed and tracked over the course of each
fixation, and compared to current fixation for duration of each fixation. Median
deviation value is calculated for each fixation. The histogram captures the extent
of variability of initially fixated locations relative to the fovea over the course of
fixations, with most initially fixated locations never deviating more than 2 degrees
of visual angle within the fixation.

within the 2.8 degrees of eccentricity, staying within the fovea. Higher acuity

visual information is likely necessary for foothold selection, and the efficacy of

stabilization that occurs means that it is often available. It is worth noting

possible sources of noise including small saccades that are grouped into fixa-

tions resulting in higher displacement of the initial fixation location, as well as

eye tracker noise. What is also not clear due to hardware limitations (image

based slip calculations must be done at 30Hz, resulting in noise) is retinal slip

statistics in terms of visual motion speed at fovea. A different experimental

setup is necessary for this kind of measurement, however our measured initial

fixation location deviation statistics and the walkers’ ability to perform this

task effectively suggest that slippage is modest. Treadmill studies have found
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long periods (about 1.5s) of image stability (defined as less than 4 degrees per

second of slip) during slow walking, with this being decreased to 213ms for

faster walking [92].

Manual reintroduction of retinal slip (which our measurements suggest

arise from a gain in the VOR of ¡1) simply results in added downward motion

to the entire visual field, whose magnitude is equivalent to the slip. This also

has the effect of slightly shifting structure in the motion pattern upwards, by

however far from the fovea the eccentric location with the same speed as the

slip is. When considering the average signal this shifts the zero point upwards

to 4 degrees of eccentricity for 4 deg/s of retinal slip. The other structural

features of the signal are conserved (radially asymmetric eccentricity speed

gradient, variation with gaze angle).

2.8.2 Comparison of speed vs eccentricity relation for Deepflow

computed, and Meshroom computed flow signals

To confirm the validity of using both methods for different analyses, results

from the two were directly compared. Shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.15 are

corresponding speed distributions as a function of retinal eccentricity. Here

motion vectors within eccentricity bands centered at the indicated values are

pooled and their histograms are plotted. For Figure 2.15, the nearest distri-

bution for each of the Deepflow and Meshroom distributions is its equivalent.

They are well matched, except for at higher eccentricities where they diverge

slightly. This is likely a result of how the Meshroom based flow fields were

calculated. The Meshroom method samples more at higher eccentricties, since

during the depth image based motion vector computation, where there are

missing values the depth that corresponds to a ground plane is imputed. This

leads to more sampling of eccentric values than in the Deepflow based method,
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where values are ignored. Whether this more closely approximates the retinal

motion signal depends on whether this oversampling of more eccentric, but

more flat ground locations leads to better approximation of the actual distri-

bution of depths, or if ignoring these eccentric locations without imputing flat

ground depth values does this better.

Figure 2.13: Distributions of retinal motion speeds as a function of eccentricity

Figure 2.14: Distributions of retinal motion speeds as a function of eccentricity
computed using either optic flow estimation based or photogrammetry based retinal
motion approximation.
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2.8.3 Comparison of average speeds across terrains

Here a similar method to that described in 2.6.3 was used to sample retinal

motion values within each terrain type (where gaze distributions are matched).

However the mean speed was computed instead of the flat ground deviation

metric. Here it was difficult to interpret the speed differences, and when av-

eraging speeds any differences between terrains are not likely to show. This

is because speeds could be higher or lower than what might expect for flat

ground when there is structured terrain. The reason for this is that one

could be perched on a high rock, where relative to that perch most of the

terrain ahead is actually lower than in a flat ground scenario (resulting in

lower speeds). Conversely standing in a trough would result in higher than

flat ground speeds. Thus the deviation from flat ground metric was more

informative about between terrain differences.

Figure 2.15: Average speed of retinal motion signal as a function of retinal position.
Horizontal and vertical gazes were matched across terrains in order to control for
their affects when sampling from different terrains.

2.8.4 Effects of saccades on average motion signal

Here we simply include saccade frames in our analysis of average motion

speeds. In Figure 2.16 we compute motion statistics for only saccade frames.

This results in high speeds throughout the visual field. In Figure 2.17 we com-

pute average speed for all frames, both fixation and saccade. The result is a
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distribution that resembles the original fixation only mean speed distribution,

but with values shifted upwards as a consequence of averaging in the high

speeds from saccades.

Figure 2.16: Average speed of retinal motion signal as a function of retinal position
(saccades only). Retinal motion was computed only for saccade frames
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Figure 2.17: Average speed of retinal motion signal as a function of retinal position,
with saccade frames included in calculations. Speed is colormapped (blue = slow,
yellow = fast). Average is computed across all subjects, and terrain types. Speed
is computed in degrees of visual angle per second
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Chapter 3

Gaze prediction

3.1 Introduction

The next point of interest in this dataset was gaze allocation. We wanted

to understand the extent to which we can predict it based on behavioral and

environment variables. Gaze allocation and eye movements strongly shaped

the motion input, but in addition the subjects are presumably fixating certain

locations for a reason. Therefore determining what drives gaze allocation is

important for understanding the underlying computations taking place as this

complex behavior unfolds

First we were interested in body position measured by the motion cap-

ture suit, as well as foothold locations. However simply using the known future

foothold locations would obviously suffice for predicting gaze to a degree given

the clustering of subject gaze on ground around future foothold locations [64],

[93]. Here we decided to test whether subjects were looking at desired future

foot locations, based on their biomechanics (where they would like to step

given their current walking pattern). We used a simple method for calculating

future preferred foothold locations in order to test this, although found that
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these locations were ineffective for predicting gaze locations.

In addition we wanted to understand the extent to which visual features

in the environment were predictive of gaze locations. If vision is being used

to actively search for viable foothold locations as opposed to confirming the

desirability of preferred future locations (which is the case given our previous

result), then there should be some kind of visual signature that is predictive of

gaze allocation, one which could be framed as attracting gaze. Here we used

convolutional neural networks in order to build a model capable of predicting

gaze locations based on input images. The network did so above chance,

although the exact interpretation of this result is uncertain.

3.2 Body position explains some variance in gaze direc-

tion

3.2.1 Methods

This analysis first required computing predictor variables for a linear regression

scheme. Future preferred foothold locations were computed in order to be

used as a model of gaze. These preferred foothold locations were computed

by extrapolating subject gait by computing an average right and left step.

These average right and left steps were computed by first resampling body

positions over time for each left foot to right foot step, and each right foot

to left foot step. These resampled sequences of body positions during right

steps and left steps were then averaged across all right or left steps, yielding

an average right step and average left step. Then, at each recorded step (as

they appear in the original recording), the current ”body orientation” was

computed, by calculating the change in position of the center of mass of the
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subject between the last step and the current step location. The average left

and right steps were then aligned such that the ”body orientations” of the

average steps matched the current step. Then the average left and right steps

were cumulatively added onto the original step location, yielding a sequence of

preferred future foothold locations. This was repeated for the next 5 preferred

foothold locations, yielding the next 5 preferred step locations relative to each

step in the recording.

The other predictor variables for this analysis were simply the center of

mass relative body positions of the subject measured by the motion capture

suit at each frame of the recording. These were computed by taking each body

position and subtracting the center of mass position at each frame.

For the first analysis, the computed next 5 preferred step locations were

used to predict gaze locations. First the locations themselves were tested as

predictions for gaze location, where for each frame of the recording the closest

foothold location to the current gaze location was treated as the prediction.

The locations were transformed to spherical coordinates, with a vertical angle

(elevation relative to gravity) and horizontal angle (about the gravity axis),

and R2 was computed for each angle.

For the next analysis, linear weights were fitted to each of the 5 pre-

ferred step locations in order to predict the gaze locations. This can be seen

schematized in Figure 3.1, where the next analysis is also described. This

next analysis used subject center of mass (COM) relative body positions as

predictors with linear weights.

R2 was used as a performance metric for each of the three cases.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of linear regression problem. Subject body positions and
future foothold locations are used as predictor variables. The head position is ex-
cluded due to central tendency of gaze, where head orientation is highly correlated
with gaze direction. The response variable is gaze direction, represented in spherical
coordinates.

3.2.2 Results

A consistent pattern emerged for both horizontal gaze angle (Figure 3.2) and

vertical gaze angle (Figure 3.3). ”Raw” which refers to the best performing

future preferred foothold location at each frame had negative R2, meaning

it is outperformed by using the mean gaze angles rather than the foot loca-

tions. The poor performance of preferred future foothold locations is further

exemplified by low R2 when fitting linear weights to the foothold locations.

In contrast, the ”B” model, or COM relative Body positions used as

inputs in linear regression performed well for both horizontal (R2 = 0.6) and

vertical (R2 = 0.48).

3.2.3 Discussion

The low performance of both future preferred foothold locations as gaze loca-

tion predictions, and preferred foothold locations as inputs in a linear regres-
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Figure 3.2: Variance in horizontal gaze angle explainable by different models. ’Raw’
corresponds to using the best performing calculated future preferred foothold loca-
tion as the prediction for gaze location. ’FH’ refers to using the foothold locations,
with linear weights fitted to them. ’B’ refers to using COM relative body positions
as inputs to a linear regression.

sion model suggests that gaze is actually not being deployed to check future

foothold locations for viability. This conclusion however does rely on the as-

sumption that the preferred foothold locations that we computed accurately

portray where subjects would step given completely flat ground. This is a

somewhat reasonable assumption, however the possibility that we are not cor-

rectly capturing where subjects would prefer to step given their current gait

can not be ruled out.

The higher performance of the COM relative body position model is

somewhat mysterious. Higher horizontal performance may be owed to the

tendency of subjects to direct gaze prior to making a turn, as observed in

Bernadin et. al. (2012) [94]. However the source of the performance on the

vertical gaze angle prediction is less clear.
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Figure 3.3: Variance in vertical gaze angle explainable by different models. ’Raw’
corresponds to using the best performing calculated future preferred foothold loca-
tion as the prediction for gaze location. ’FH’ refers to using the foothold locations,
with linear weights fitted to them. ’B’ refers to using COM relative body positions
as inputs to a linear regression.

3.3 CNN suggests image features are predictive of gaze

locations

3.3.1 Methods

For this analysis, a convolutional neural network (CNN) was used to predict

gaze locations in the eye tracker’s outward facing camera image space. The

input was the subject first person perspective image itself, and the target

output was a gaussian distribution centered on the recorded gaze location in

image space.

The images were first pre-processed using a random cropping procedure.

The image was randomly cropped to a smaller image with half the width

and height (from 1080x1920 pixels to 540x960), and the crops were selected

randomly such that they contained the actual gaze location. The gaze location

within the smaller cropped images was uniformly distributed. This was done in
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order to avoid the tendency of CNNs to overfit by predicting central locations

for gaze data. This arises due to center bias of gaze, which results from the

eyes being preferentially situated centrally in their orbit. This central bias

means that the gaze locations are strongly biased towards the center of the

image. By randomly cropping an image that contains the gaze location, and

using this smaller cropped image as the input, the CNN will not overfit to a

particular location of gaze since gaze is uniformly distributed.

The CNN architecture was a convolutional deconvolutional architecture,

with 3 convolutional layers, followed by 3 transposed convolutional layers. This

arhcitecture allows generation of a probabilty map of gaze locations. The tar-

get probability map is created by centering a gaussian distribution with stan-

dard deviation equal to the assumed error of the eye tracker (approximately 1

degree of visual angle). The CNN is then trained using KL-divergence between

the target distribution and its output as the loss function to produce the gaze

probability map when using the cropped image as input.

As a baseline for comparison, we used the classic Itti-Koch saliency

model for comparison. The performance metric used was area under the re-

ceiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). This provides a measurement of

the accuracy of the predicted gaze locations generated by the model. It treats

gaze prediction as a binary classification problem, where each pixel must be

labelled as either a ”gazed upon” pixel or not, and AUC measures the result-

ing performance on the problem when framed in this manner. AUC can be

thought of as the average proportion of pixels that can be reliably labelled

as not gaze pixels while still accurately labelling the gaze pixel. AUC was

computed for both the Itti-Koch saliency model as a baseline, and our model.
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Figure 3.4: Single frame example of predicted gaze location (high probabilty shown
in red, low probability shown in blue). Predicted region is a smaller random crop
of the original image. The trained CNN performs well above chance with an AUC
of 0.747, compared to baseline of 0.5

3.3.2 Results

Our model performed well above chance, with an AUC of 0.747, compared to

the baseline of random guessing (average 0.5), as well as the Itti-Koch saliency

model (AUC=0.479). A single frame example and table can be seen in Figure

3.5.

3.3.3 Discussion

The above chance performance can most likely be attributed to the ability of

the CNN to rate the terrain regions of the image as higher probability than the

surrounding scene. This is reasonable since the subject is likely restricting their

gaze to the terrain portion of the scene, since that is where the task relevant

information is (see Figure ?? for example). However this is not the level of

visual feature we were interested in extracting, and so a deeper understanding

of how gaze is affected by visual features will likely require a different approach.
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Figure 3.5: Single frame example of scene where CNN could achieve above chance
performance with a relatively trivial strategy of identifying terrain vs surrounding
foliage/above horizon regions of the image. Doing so would allow consistent labelling
of not gazed pixels since subjects rarely direct gaze anywhere besides the terrain.

3.4 General Discussion

This investigation was mostly inconclusive regarding how walkers are directing

gaze and using visual information in order to perform this task, however it did

provide a few relevant insights. The body is predictive of gaze direction, and

people tend to mostly direct gaze at the task relevant portions of the scene.

From here it seemed that a change in approach would be best, where we

focused on elements of the task that we knew were of importance. Specifically

we decided to focus on foothold locations. A big issue with focusing on gaze

allocation is that it becomes difficult to attribute intention to specific eye

movements and fixation locations during this behavior. However we assume

there must be some relationship between foothold locations and gaze, as well

as the environment and foothold locations. And so we shifted our focus to

foothold locations for the remainder of this investigation. However, first I will

discuss our novel method for getting the necessary data in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Reconstruction of terrain and

head trajectory

As described in earlier sections, photogrammetry is a computer vision method

that allows simultaneous estimation of camera poses and environmental struc-

ture from sequences of camera images. Photogrammetry has been an im-

portant tool for further augmenting the dataset, allowing new analyses for

the retinal motion statistics portion of the thesis, as well enabling all of the

analyses in the next chapter. In this chapter I will provide a more detailed de-

scription of how photogrammetry was used and incorporated into the dataset.

4.1 Detailed overview of Meshroom pipeline

In this section I will give a brief overview of how Meshroom works, since it is a

collection of many different computer vision and 3D data processing techniques

from a variety of sources.

Natural feature extraction: This step involves extracting image features

from each image in the input sequence. The features are selected such that
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their descriptors are minimally variant to viewpoint changes, which is crucial

in this application since they need to be reliably detected across different view-

points in order for the reconstruction to be possible. Here the scale invariant

feature transform (SIFT) [95] is used in order to extract such features from

images. The invariant property of these descriptors is crucial for the next

steps.

Image matching: Here after feature descriptors are computed for each image,

these descriptors are stored into a ‘vocabulary tree’ [96]. This allows efficient

lookup of an image’s descriptors, which is used to determine the amount of

shared features between images. This is used to determine matching images

from the set of all images. Each image can have multiple other image matches

since the input images are from first person video traveling through an envi-

ronment and hence have shared features across sequential frames of the video.

Matched images are then used in the next step.

Features matching: For each pair of matched images, corresponding image

feature locations are found for all feature descriptors that appear in both im-

ages. This finds the same location in world space in the image space of each

matched image. Computing each of the locations allows one to compute the

displacement of the feature descriptors across the matched images, which con-

tains information about how the camera moved through the environment, as

well as information about the structure of the environment. This information

(camera and feature movement) is extracted in the next step.

Structure from motion: With image pairs selected as well as corresponding

feature locations computed, scene geometry and camera position and orien-

tation for each image can be estimated. Meshroom uses an iterative process

for reconstruction, starting with a single image pair’s features, and iteratively

adding information from new views that match either of the initial image pairs.
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After one pass of adding in new views, the reconstruction and views are re-

fined using PnP [97] and RANSAC [98]. Then a Bundle Adjustment [99] is

performed, removing observations with high reprojection errors. The result-

ing camera pose estimates were a crucial component in aligning Meshroom’s

output to our existing data.

Depth maps estimation: Structure from motion yields a sparse reconstruc-

tion of the environment, represented by 3D points in space. The depth map

step tries to use this sparse reconstruction in order to estimate a depth for

each pixel of the input images, using the estimated camera pose for each im-

age and the 3D points in view of that camera pose. This is done by computing

multiple depth candidates per pixel, using multiple nearby camera views, then

consolidating and filtering. An additional filtering step is applied to enforce

consistent depth estimates between camera views.

Meshing: After each camera view has an estimated depth map, all depth

maps are fused into a global octree. Then 3D delaunay tetrahedralization

[100] is performed, followed by a voting procedure [101], [102]. The Graph

Cut Max-Flow [103] is then used, followed by Laplacian filtering to remove

artifacts. This process yields a 3D triangle mesh that can be further simplified

to reduce excessive vertices. These triangle mesh outputs were essential for

our analyses in Chapter 5.

Texturing: The final step is texturing of the computed 3D triangle mesh.

This is done by iterating over each triangle and using the visibility information

of each vertex to retrieve texture information from the original camera images.

The pixel values are averaged, averaging more views in low frequencies than

higher frequencies [104]. This yields a fully textured 3D triangle mesh, where

each vertex has a corresponding color. The texture aspect of the meshes was

not strictly important for our analysis, but makes visualization and hence
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intuition building easier when once can more easily recognize terrain features.

4.2 Terrain reconstruction

Output formats: Each step of Meshroom’s pipeline generates intermedi-

ate processed data, which contain different useful pieces of information. For

the terrain reconstruction, we leveraged the 3D triangle mesh output, which

contained information about the structure of the environment. The 3D trian-

gle mesh representation was particularly useful for the depth map estimation

method used in our analysis. The triangle representation was also resampled as

colored 3D point clouds using CloudCompare [105]. Here rather than vertices

and their corresponding triangle edges, the 3D triangle mesh was resampled to

3D points. This means that there are arbitrary numbers of points represent-

ing the boundaries and surface of each triangle rather than 3 vertices and the

connecting edges. This resampling of the mesh was crucial for certain parts of

the analysis.

Some details on the data structures: The 3D triangle mesh representation

as the name suggests, is composed of 3D triangles. The vertices of the triangles

are stored as a list of points (N x 3), with each point having a unique index to

identify it. The triangles are represented by a list of coordinates (M x 3), where

each row has 3 indices indicating which of the points compose that triangle.

So there are a total of M triangles, represented by different connections of N

points. Each of the N points can be a member of multiple triangles, depending

on the structure of the terrain wherever the point is located.

Use of triangle representation: The triangle representation was used for

two important steps in our analysis, as well as for visualization. The first was

computing local terrain slant. The terrain reconstruction is aligned such that
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the vertical coordinate corresponds to gravity. As a result the triangle plane

normal vectors’ angles relative to straight upwards indicate the surface slants

of the triangles. This slant value was used in analysis that involved filtering

parts of the terrain that are walk-on-able by human subjects. There are many

methods for approximating slant values of meshes but in this case, computing

a value for each triangle, and then averaging over a 3D volume the size of a

human foot allowed a satisfactory approximation of local slant.

The second use was for computing depth maps (described in detail in

the next section). Having the triangle mesh representation allowed for easy

use of Blender’s z-buffer method in order to calculate depth maps. These

depth maps were then used to compute retinal motion inputs using known

translations and rotations of the eye (see [77] for generalized form).

The textured triangle mesh representation made visualization much

more intuitive. Using MATLAB’s trisurf function, code was developed to vi-

sualize subject body and eye movements relative to the fully textured terrain.

The video outputs of this visualization process were important for deriving

insights about the ongoing behavior by watching it unfold, both in real time

and frame by frame when necessary.

Use of point cloud representation: The point cloud representation was

important for foothold localization and scaling of the motion capture data.

Specifically, after alignment (described in the next section), the foothold loca-

tions on the terrain point cloud were found using a nearest neighbor approach,

allowing for calculation of the best scale factor to align the different data. This

approach would be difficult with a triangle representation since one needs to

search over the entirety of each triangle rather that just the vertices when

determining intersections of the walker’s foot and the terrain.
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4.3 Motion capture alignment

Head pinning and Meshroom camera trajectory: One of the important

outputs from Meshroom that is used is the camera trajectory. Meshroom

provides for each frame of the original input image sequence, an estimate of the

camera location and orientation in the coordinate frame of the reconstructed

terrain. This camera trajectory is used to align the coordinate systems of

the motion capture and eye tracking data to that of Meshroom. This is done

by first pinning the head marker’s location to Meshroom’s camera position

estimate at each frame.

Rotation optimization: After translation, the rotation between the two co-

ordinate systems must be computed. A single rotation that best aligns the

world camera orientation in the motion capture data’s coordinate system to

the orientation of the camera in Meshroom’s coordinate system is computed.

This computation is done using MATLAB’s fminsearch function, where the

euclidean distance between the two orientation matrices at each frame (Mesh-

room’s camera, and the camera basis vectors in the motion capture space) is

used as an objective function, and three euler angles are used as the input.

The optimization seeks to find the three euler angles that minimize this error

when applied as a rotation.

Scaling: Once the appropriate translation and rotation has been applied,

the motion capture data must be scaled to match the arbitrary scale of the

Meshroom reconstruction. This is done by taking advantage of the subjects

foot plant locations. Since there is always at least one foot in contact with

the ground since the subject is not running, the foot locations can be used

to compute the correct scale factor. This is done by sweeping over a range

of scale factors to apply to the motion capture data, and for each footplant
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frame previously determined by analyzing the motion capture data, and for

each scale factor, computing the nearest neighbor of the planted foot to the

3D points in point cloud representation of the terrain. The median distance

to each of these points is then calculated for each scale factor, and the scale

factor resulting in the smallest median distance is used and applied to the

entire recording.

4.4 Drift correction

IMU related drift: The absolute position data from the motion capture

suit is not measured but rather inferred by double integrating acceleration

signals from the accelerometers. The relative positions of the joints are inferred

based on assumptions about a skeletal structure and measurements of joint

orientations, however the estimate of absolute position of the entire skeleton in

world coordinates relies on double integration. This means that the absolute

position estimate accumulates noise over time, causing the estimate of the

skeleton’s location in space to drift over the course of the recording. This is

not a significant issue over short time periods, however it becomes a concern

when computing the locations of future footholds relative to the current body

location, which would accumulate noise with increasing distance.

Image based reference frame drift correction: The position estimates

from Meshroom’s reconstruction process can be used in order to correct for this

drift. Since the coordinate system of these position estimates is the same as

the reconstructed terrain, the terrain serves as a stable reference point. While

there is a small amount of drift associated with image based reconstruction

(since the terrain is iteratively added to, leading to small accumulated position

errors), it is more stable than the position estimates from the motion capture
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suit.

4.5 Between subject alignment

Between terrain keypoint identification and selection: In order to visu-

alize between subject variation of path selection, all subject data was aligned

to the same coordinate system. Because each recording was used to reconstruct

its own terrain, the different recordings had their own coordinate systems. To

align the coordinate systems of different subjects, CloudCompare [105] was

used in order to inspect each terrain reconstruction, and manually extract

the location of 5 reliably detectable locations on the terrain, that were visible

across all reconstructions of the terrain (recognizable rocks, markings, etc.).

This process was repeated for all reconstructions.

Similarity transform application: The first subject’s recording was used

as the reference coordinate system, and for each other subject the similarity

transform (simultaneous translation, rotation, and scaling) that aligned each

of the 5 corresponding key points was computed, and applied to the entire

non reference terrain. This aligns the non reference and reference terrains in

a coarse manner.

ICP: After the similarity transform was applied, two iterations of the Itera-

tive Closest Point (ICP) [106] algorithm were applied. This step also yields

a similarity transform, which constitutes a small adjustment compared to the

initially calculated transform from the 5 corresponding keypoints, adjusting

the orientation, location, and scale of the non reference terrain only slightly.

However error (measured by distance to the closest point in the reference mesh)

still decreases. The coarse and fine transforms are then combined, resulting in

a single transform that aligns each of the non reference terrains to the refer-
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ence terrain. This same transform is then applied to aligned motion capture

data, putting the step locations and head trajectories of all subjects into a

single coordinate frame. We computed our own error metric rather than using

overall MSE as is typical, since we are more concerned with reconstruction and

alignment accuracy at foothold locations themselves. So our metric (described

further in Section 4.7) was MSE but for foothold locations specifically. This

error was quite low, with over 75% of errors being less than 0.2 foot lengths,

and all errors being less than 1 foot length.

4.6 Geometry based motion estimation

Blender depth map estimation: 3D Terrain data also allows approximation

of retinal motion inputs based on terrain geometry rather than image based

motion estimates. This is the process used to compare flat ground simulated

and actual motion in previous sections. In order to do this, Blender [76] was

used with the terrain data and aligned gaze data. Using a Python script,

depth images were captured using Blender’s z-buffer method along with a

virtual camera located at each frame’s recorded head position and pointed in

the gaze direction. The resulting depth image is then stored, and this process

is repeated over each frame of the recording.

Use depth map to compute motion based on geometry: Once the

sequence of eye relative depth images are captured, they can be used to ap-

proximate motion based on the recorded eye movement from the current frame

to the next frame, and the current frame’s depth data. The eye’s translation

and rotation through space, as well as the depth values at each retinal location

can be used to calculate the visual motion of each point in space relative to

the eye. This method allows for direct comparison of actual motion from a
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particular terrain to a simulated flat ground instance. This is important since

it isolates the effects of the terrain.

4.7 Error measurement

Manual foothold clicking results: The most effective way to validate our

photogrammetry derived data, including the resulting improved foothold local-

ization is still not clear. The chosen method was to assume the reconstructions

camera orientation estimate was reliable, and to manually annotate the sub-

jects’ foot locations in the scene camera video when visible. These manually

annotated locations were then projected out from the image plane using the

estimated camera orientation, and the closest location on the terrain mesh was

computed for this projection. These ‘ground truth’ foot locations were then

compared to those computed using the previously described alignment of the

motion capture data. The resulting error distributions can be seen in Figure

5.17, B. An example frame where a foothold location is manually annotated,

and the corresponding location on the mesh is computed and compared is

shown in Figure 4.1.

Between subject mesh same point comparisons: Another important

question is that of inter subject reliability for terrain reconstruction. For

this measurement the different terrains were first aligned using the coarse to

fine alignment process described earlier in this chapter. Then each subjects

foothold locations were estimated using the scaling procedure, however each

terrain reconstruction instance (from other recordings) was iterated over for

a separate foot location calculation. In other words for a given recording, a

set of foothold location estimates using each of the other recordings’ terrain

reconstruction was computed. Each subjects aligned terrain data was used to
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A B

Figure 4.1: Example of manual foothold location annotation and comparison. In
A, frames of recordings where subject foothold locations are in view (foot is in the
frame when the subject plants it on the ground) are identified and the foothold
location is manually annotated. Then in B using the camera pose estimate from
Meshroom, the 3D vector corresponding to this foothold location is computed and
the closest intersecting point on the mesh is determined (shown as a green dot).
Then the corresponding foothold location from the aligned motion capture data is
used to compute error for this example. This is then repeated for each instance
where the foothold location was in the image frame.

estimate each subjects foothold locations, exhausting all combinations. The

result was a distribution of estimated foothold locations for each actual sub-

ject foothold location, computed using different terrains. This distribution of

estimated locations was used to compute relative error, which can also be seen

in Figure 5.17, A.
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4.8 Potential new approach for retinal input approxi-

mation

It is worth mentioning a work in progress from Panfili et al. [107], which

involves a real time retinal simulation for virtual environments. The goal is

to leverage ray tracing in order to simulate and record retinal motion inputs

resulting from eye translations and rotations in virtual environments. This

could eventually be used in conjunction with reconstructed natural environ-

ments in order to record retinal motion efficiently, and in real time. The real

time application is particularly important for real time manipulations in ex-

perimental settings, contingent on properties of the motion input. Traditional

computer vision methods for approximating retinal optic flow would be limited

by processing time for this kind of application.
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Chapter 5

Foothold selection

5.1 Introduction

Natural visually guided behaviors can be characterized as a sequence of com-

plex sensorimotor decisions [9], [108]. In this context, even simple behaviors

such as locomotion require consideration of sensory uncertainty, together with

the momentary rewards and costs of direction choices and foothold selection.

Locomotion on flat ground requires very little visual feedback, and can be ac-

complished with minimal cognitive control [109], but locomotion over complex

terrain requires the coordination between brainstem-mediated central pattern

generators, and motor cortex-mediated modifications of leg and foot trajec-

tories [37]. These modulatory signals in turn depend on evaluation of visual

information about viable foothold locations and desirable paths.

Understanding how visual information is incorporated into locomotor

decisions presents a challenge, since it is difficult to create experiments that

fully capture the complexity of walking behavior as it unfolds in natural set-

tings. Much of our current understanding of locomotion comes from work

characterizing steady state walking on treadmills, where it has been shown
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that human beings converge towards energetic optima. Human subjects adopt

a preferred gait that constitutes an energetic minimum given their own biome-

chanics [110], [111], [112]. The parameters over which this optimization princi-

ple holds include walking speed, step frequency, step distance, and step width

[113], [114], [115]. While energetic cost minimization has been well established

for steady state walking on flat terrain, the same framework can also describe

some of the effects of deviations from flat terrain on gait. For example, it

has been shown that on sloped surfaces, an objective function that includes

stability can help explain the reduced speeds observed relative to what would

be optimal in terms of cost of transport [116].

There has been little work on how these optimization principles might

play out in natural locomotion. Existing models of locomotion focus primarily

on the optimization of the preferred gait cycle with respect to the walker’s neu-

ral and biomechanical factors. However, locomotion over rough terrain must

be optimized for both the biomechanics of the walker and the structure of the

environment being traversed. In these environments, a walker must make a

trade-off between the efficiency of the preferred gait cycle and the need to place

the feet in stable locations to support continuous locomotion. Little is known

about how vision is used to identify viable footholds, and how walkers use this

information to alter the preferred gait cycle appropriately for the upcoming

path. Previous studies tracking the eyes while walking outdoors have found

alterations of gaze with the demands of the terrain [117], [118], [119], [119],

but foot placement was not measured, so it was not possible to analyze the re-

lation between gaze and foot placement. Recent work by Matthis et al (2018)

that integrated gaze and body measurements in natural walking showed that

walkers modulate gait speed in order to gather visual information necessary

for selection of stable footholds as the terrain became more irregular. In addi-
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tion, increasing time was spent looking at the ground close to the walker with

increasing terrain complexity, and subjects spent most of the time looking 2 to

3 steps ahead in moderate and rough terrain. Subjects looked slightly further

ahead in rough terrain, perhaps to allow for more path planning as terrain

complexity increased. While in principle it appeared that subjects optimized

both energetic costs and stability by regulating gait speed, understanding the

visuo-motor control loop was limited by the lack of a quantitative represen-

tation of the terrain itself. Thus, while gaze and gait were tightly linked, it

is not known what visual features subjects look for in the upcoming terrain

in order to choose footholds and guide body direction towards the goal. The

aim of the present study, therefore, was to incorporate a representation of the

terrain, linked to gaze and gait data to shed light on how subjects use visual

information about the structure of the environment to choose paths in natural

rugged terrain.

In Matthis et al’s 2018 study, it was necessary to assume a flat ground

plane and both gaze location and foot placement were projected onto this

plane. In the present study, however, we took advantage of a recently de-

veloped photogrammetry algorithm that uses a sequence of camera views to

reconstruct the 3 dimensional terrain structure, along with a representation of

the 6 DOF camera path. Because the camera was mounted on the subject’s

head, we were also able to align the reference frame of the terrain with that

of the walker. This allowed accurate estimates of gaze and footholds on the

ground surface, and also allowed us to relate the choice of footholds to the

terrain structure. The departure from reliance on the flat ground assumption

and the ability to relate geometric features of the terrain to walker behavior

is a key component of this work. We first demonstrated that there were in

fact regularities in the paths chosen by subjects when walking over the same
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terrain on a different occasion, and also that there were similarities between

subjects in the chosen paths. Thus paths were not completely random, and

must reflect some optimization principles. Our next step was to measure the

smoothness of short segments of the chosen paths relative to neighboring re-

gions. This was motivated by the importance of energetic costs demonstrated

in previous research, and by the fact that stepping up and down on large rocks

is energetically costly. We found that subjects choose paths where the aver-

age height change in a short segment is less than neighboring possible paths.

We also found evidence that average height change is evaluated over a set of

several future steps, indicating planning of step sequences. Deviating from a

straight path also incurs energetic cost, and this cost increases when subjects

avoid straight paths with big height changes. We found that subjects deviate

more from straight paths as the average height change of those paths increases.

Finally, we trained a neural network to recognize viable paths using depth im-

ages and chosen path segments, from the viewpoint of the walker. The network

was able to learn to predict paths that subjects would take. Thus we found

that subjects plan multi-step paths on the basis of visual information about

height irregularities, reflecting the role of energetic costs even in rough terrain.

Although only a portion of the variance was explained by this factor, there is

sufficient regularity to reveal stable factors underlying foothold choices.

5.2 Methods

Participants: The data used in this study was collected by the authors in

two separate studies, performed in similar conditions and using the same ap-

paratus. The first group of participants (n=3) were recruited with informed

consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board at the University
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of Texas at Austin. The second group of participants (n=8) were recruited

with informed consent in accordance with the Institutional Review Board at

The University of California Berkeley.

Equipment: Eye and body movements of both groups of participants

were recorded using a Pupil Labs mobile eye tracker and the Motion Shadow

full body motion capture system. The eye tracker has two eye facing cameras,

and one world facing camera. The eye cameras recorded from each eye at

120Hz with 640x480 pixel resolution. The outward facing camera was mounted

3cm above the right eye, and recorded at 30Hz at 1920x1080 pixel resolution,

with a 100 degree diagonal field of view. The motion capture suit featured

17 sensors (with 3-axis accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometers) whose

readings were combined with software to estimate full body joint positions, as

described in the Detailed Methods section and in Matthis et al (2021). The

raw data was recorded at 100Hz, and was later processed with custom Matlab

code (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

Experimental Task: The task instructions were similar for the two

groups, with only the terrain type varying slightly: In the Berkeley data set,

participants were instructed to walk back and forth along a hiking trail that

varied in terrain difficulty. This walk back and forth was then repeated. Ter-

rain stretches were pre-designated as pavement, flat, medium, and rough, al-

though only the rough terrain data was used in this study in order to best

combine with the Austin data set. The rough terrain consisted of large rock

obstacles with significant height deviations from purely flat terrain. In the

Austin data set, participants were instructed to walk back and forth three

times along a stretch of a dried out rocky creek bed, which consisted mostly

of large rocks. This was the same terrain used in the Rough Terrain condition

in Matthis et al. (2018). Since both terrains were rugged, it was necessary for
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subjects to use visual information in order to localize and guide foot placement

(see Matthis et al, 2018).

Calibration and post-processing: At the beginning of each record-

ing, participants were instructed to stand on a calibration mat 1.5 meters from

a calibration point marked on the mat in front of them. This distance was

chosen based on the most frequent gaze distance in front of the body during

natural walking in these terrains. They were instructed to fixate the calibra-

tion point while rotating their head along each of the 4 cardinal directions,

and 4 more in the diagonal directions. This portion of the recording is then

used to find the single optimal rotation between the eye tracker’s coordinate

system and the motion capture systems recording system such that the eye

direction vector’s intersection with the mat is closest to the calibration point.

This rotation is then applied to each frame of the eye data. The resulting

data streams are now aligned in both space and time. (See also Matthis et

al, 2018.) Following the data collection, recordings from the eye tracker and

motion capture system were aligned in space and time. Temporal alignment

used the timestamps recorded from each device on the recording computer

worn on a backpack by the subject. The motion capture systems data stream

was upsampled (using linear interpolation) to 120Hz to match the frame rate

of the eye tracker. The eye ball centers relative to the head center (measured

by the motion capture system) are then approximated, and the eye direction

vectors are centered at each respective eye.

Photogrammetry with Meshroom: In order to estimate both the

environmental structure and the relative camera position from the head mounted

video, we used Meshroom [75], which is a software package that combines mul-

tiple image processing and computer vision algorithms in order to reconstruct

the environment from an image sequence. This allows a quantitative descrip-
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Figure 5.1: Rendered image of textured mesh from Meshroom (right) along side
original RGB video frame (left) . Meshroom provides as output estimated camera
positions and orientations for each video frame, relative to an estimated environ-
mental structure represented as a textured 3D triangle mesh

tion of the 3D structure of the environment, as well as estimates of head

position relative to the environment. First, features that are minimally vari-

ant with respect to viewpoint are extracted from each image. Images are then

grouped and matched on the basis of these features, followed by matching

of the features themselves between images. Feature matches from previous

step are then used to infer rigid scene structure (3D points) and image pose

(position and orientation) for each of the image pairs. We then aligned the

head orientation and position measured by the IMU motion capture system

with that of the camera orientation and position estimated by Meshroom (See

Figure 5.2 for depiction). In previous work (Matthis et al 2018), estimates of

future foot locations relative to current body location were subject to noise

resulting from drift in the IMU signal. By pinning the IMU estimated head

position to the Meshroom estimates, we were able to eliminate this drift by

fixing the environment representation relative to the body.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the 3D reconstruction we took ad-

vantage of the terrain meshes calculated from different traversals of the same

terrain by an individual subject, and also by the different subjects. Thus for

the Austin data set we had 12 traversals (out and back 3 times by 2 sub-

jects.) Easily identifiable features in the environment (e.g. permanent marks
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A B C

Figure 5.2: Alignment of motion capture data to Meshrooom coordinates. Motion
capture coordinate system (A) is aligned with meshroom coordinate system (B) via
a single rotation and translation that minimizes error between the mocaps camera
axes and Meshroom’s camera axes (C). The motion capture skeleton is then scaled
such that the foot locations on known footfall frames distance to the closest point
on the mesh is minimized at each footfall frame. This scale factor is then applied
to the motion capture data at every frame.

on rocks) were used in order to align coordinate systems from each traversal. A

set of corresponding points can be used in order to compute a similarity trans-

form between points. Then the iterative closest point (ICP) method is used to

align the corresponding point clouds at a finer scale by iteratively rotating and

translating the point cloud such that each point moves closer to its nearest

neighbor in the target point cloud. The resulting coordinate transformation

is then applied to all recordings such that they are all in the same coordinate

frame. There is high agreement between terrain reconstructions, with small
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errors in foothold localization (see https://youtu.be/llulrzhIAVg for example

subject traversal). More details available in Appendix. A visualization of

aligned motion capture, eye tracking and terrain data is shown in the video at

https://youtu.be/TzrA iEtj1s. The heatmap overlayed on the terrain image

shows gaze density, and future foothold locations are shown in magenta.

5.3 Between subject path similarity

The first issue we needed to address was whether there was a meaningful re-

lationship between the environment and chosen paths. The level of agreement

between subjects can shed some light on this question, since regularities in

chosen paths indicate influence of the environment on path choice. Figure 5.4

shows the paths for the Austin and Berkeley data sets. In Figure 5.4, the two

different subjects are shown in different colors for A and B and paths in both

directions are included. One subject’s outwards facing eye tracker camera was

angled further from the ground, resulting in localization issues for Meshroom,

and was thus not included in this analysis. For the Berkeley data, a similar

issue arose, where for one subject the lighting for the day resulted in very

low contrast in the video, resulting in noisy estimates from Meshroom. The

remaining 7 subjects are shown in an excerpt showing one traversal of this ter-

rain segment in C. For both terrains it can be seen that there is considerable

regularity in the chosen paths, especially at particular points in the path, with

divergence in other regions. The points of convergence suggest that the are

indeed some terrain features that drive path selection. This is most notable for

C, where the central region features the same path for all subjects. Inspection

of the first person video data reveals a well trodden path with large boulders

and fallen trees flanking it, resulting in convergence of paths for the different
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subjects. There is more variability before and after this section of the path.

This is also notable to a certain degree in A and B, where certain regions of

the terrain have multiple paths that go through them, although there is much

more divergence for this terrain compared to C. An example of convergent and

divergent paths from subject perspective can be seen in Figure 5.3

A B

Figure 5.3: Examples of convergence (A) and divergence (B) of paths from subject
perspective. Each color corresponds to repeated traversals by one subject.

5.4 Gaze allocation relative to chosen footholds

A second issue we need to address before we investigate the role of specific

terrain features is the nature of the relationship between gaze and foot place-

ment. This was the concern of our earlier investigation (Matthis et al 2018),

which showed that fixations were clustered in the region 2-3 steps ahead of

the walker’s current foot plant. We took up this issue again with the im-

proved estimates of gaze location and footplants using the 3D meshes from

Photogrammetry. A detailed analysis of this question is beyond the scope of

the current paper and is dealt with separately in Panfili et al (2021). However,

for the purposes of the current work, we reproduce one of the Figures from

that paper, showing the distribution of fixation locations relative to footholds
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N+1, N+2, and N+3, and N+4 for one subject, in rough terrain (see Figure

5.5). It can be seen that the fixations are centered on the foothold locations,

with a standard deviation of 38.8, 27.3, 26.6, and 29.1 cm for steps N+1, N+2,

N+3, and N+4 respectively along the direction of travel. The standard devi-

ations in the orthogonal direction were about 31.7, 25.4, 27.7, and 29.1 cm.

Thus subjects look close to the locations where the feet are placed, with the

future foothold often falling in the parafoveal retina. Another notable charac-

teristic of gaze is that it seems to be used to anticipate undesirable foothold

locations. Figure 5.6 shows fixations further along the path assuming the sub-

ject maintains a straight walking path. However there are instances where the

subject ends up not taking the straighter path, which seems to be triggered by

some kind of visual information acquired during the forward fixations. These

results suggest a critical role for gaze in the control of foot placement and path

planning, further motivating analysis of structural features of the terrain.

5.5 Role of height changes

Previous work has demonstrated human tendency to minimize energetic cost

during locomotion. It is plausible that subjects avoid stepping up and down

over large rocks in order to reduce energy expenditure in this naturalistic

complex terrain. This would also result in more stable locomotion, since it

deviates less from flat ground which is most stable. On top of this, excessively

large rocks would be avoided altogether. We therefore sought to evaluate the

flatness of chosen path segments relative to comparable path segments that

were not chosen. Doing so required analyzing the terrain in a way that properly

accounted for the behavior goal of the task as well as the limitations of the

subjects. To do so we first excluded locations on the terrain where the average
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local surface slant exceeded 33 degrees (used as the maximum walk-on-able

slope based on results from [120]). This provides a collection of locations

that we assume capture all viable step locations. We then calculated from all

recorded subject steps the maximum and minimum step lengths (in terms of leg

length), maximum absolute step height (step height change either downwards

or upwards), and the maximum angular deviation from a step directly towards

the subject’s final step location. Distributions and schematics depicting these

quantities can be seen in Figure 5.7. These three constraints define possible

steps between the possible step locations (as described above).

We then use the combination of viable step locations and possible steps

in order to simulate possible paths across the terrain. A depiction of this pro-

cess can be seen in Figure 5.8. At each subject step location, a possible path

can be sampled by simulating a random walk down the viable step locations

and connecting steps between these locations. Repeating this process from a

single starting step location allows multiple possible paths from a given loca-

tion to be sampled, and used as comparison to the actual chosen path. For

this analysis we sample a sequence of 5 steps, or 6 step locations including

the starting step location. These sequences will be referred to here as paths.

For each step location, there is thus an associated actual path, which is the

recorded subsequent 5 steps relative to that step location, as well as a distri-

bution of possible paths relative to that step location. The actual path can

be compared to possible paths in order to determine the basis upon which it

was selected when other paths are possible given observed stepping behavior.

The data from Figure 5.7 shows the extent to which subjects will deviate from

their preferred gait (peaks in the distributions) in order to better handle the

complexity of the terrain. How this capacity for modified steps interacts with

the terrain is of interest. Here we examined a simple statistic, which was the
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average step slope of paths. For each possible path as well as the actual cho-

sen path, we computed the average height change of all steps along the path

(see Figure 5.9 for schematic of mean slope calculation process). Computing

the average height change of a path is an attempt at capturing the difficulty

or something proportional to energetic cost associated with that path. This

results in two distributions of mean step slopes, those from the randomly sam-

pled possible paths, and those from the chosen paths. These distributions are

shown in Figure 5.10.

The chosen path average slope distribution has a significant bias to

lower average slopes when compared to the randomly sampled path distribu-

tion. The median value for the chosen path average slopes was 9.31 degrees,

whereas the randomly sampled paths had 14.91 degrees. There is however sub-

stantial overlap between the distributions. 20.75% of the randomly sampled

path average slopes lie below the median of the chosen path average slopes,

and 20.89% of the chosen path average slopes lie above the median of the

randomly sampled average slopes. This analysis did reveal some separation

between the two distributions, although it is possible that a different statistic

might show even more separation, if said statistic better captures whatever

heuristic subjects may be using in selecting paths (it is worth noting that max

step slope rather than mean shows a similar separation between chosen and

random paths). For example one might examine path statistics that measure

something over multiple steps rather than the average over individual steps,

however this is beyond the scope of this paper. The current result does how-

ever suggest a preference for lower average step slopes, although the amount

of overlap despite this separation indicates that this is not a strong preference,

and subjects are flexible in their decision making.

Simulated possible paths were also used to compute another quantity of
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interest, tortuosity of paths. Tortuosity, captures the path’s curviness. More

tortuous paths are more energetically costly, as they deviate more from a

subject’s preferred step width. If possible a subject would prefer straighter

paths, however this is not always possible for complex terrain where it is at

times impossible or extremely costly to continue on a straight path. Here we

attempted to examine this trade off between a desire to maintain a straight

path with the desire to avoid large height changes. Randomly sampled paths

with tortuosity less than the median tortuosity of all paths are classified as

straight paths. The average step slope of these straight paths is calculated.

If subjects prefer paths with less height change, assuming they would also

prefer straighter paths, one would expect a trade off between the straight path

step slope, and the chosen path tortuosity. The average step slope of straighter

paths captures the expected step slope if the subject were to go straight, which

is presumably the preferable option for flatter terrain. Comparing this value

to the tortuosity of chosen paths allows measurement of the trade off between

height change avoidance, and straight path preference. A schematic depicting

a straight path vs a chosen path, as well as accompanying results can be seen

in Figure 5.11

Chosen path tortuosity was positively correlated with straight path av-

erage step slope for each subject. The highest correlation coefficient was 0.84,

and the lowest was 0.51. In this case higher correlation indicates a higher in-

crease in tortuosity as a function of straight path average step slope. A subject

with a higher correlation value would be more likely to take a tortuous path

when straighter options are expected to have larger height changes. The pos-

itive correlation between straight path step slope and chosen path tortuosity

across subjects suggests that there is a tradeoff being made between the two.

However, more specific understanding of this tradeoff would require a con-
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trolled experiment where the two quantities are manipulated. Another useful

approach may be to represent each of the quantities in units of energetic cost

with a biomechanical model. This may provide better insight into the nature

of the tradeoff.

Subject leg length may be related to preference for height change avoid-

ance. For example a taller subject may be less affected by large height changes

and hence is less likely to opt for a more tortuous path. Leg length was

strongly negatively correlated with the correlation coefficient for straight path

slope and path curviness of the particular subject (r = −0.8662, see Figure

5.12 for reference). Subject leg lengths ranged from 810mm to 1035mm, with

corresponding correlation values of 0.8399 and 0.5089, meaning the longer leg

lengths trended towards smaller correlation values. In other words, the longer

the subjects legs, the less relation between the straight path height variability

and the tortuosity of the chosen path.

5.6 Mean step slope, step slope over areas, depth fea-

tures

For the next analyses we shifted focus to examining specific locations on the

terrain and areas surrounding those locations, as opposed to 6 step paths. The

6 step path analysis attempted to capture any path level heuristics a subject

might use to select paths. However given subject’s tendency to fixate very

close to almost every step they eventually take, we next focused our analysis

on more local information around each step that could be informing subject

decision making. Using the viable step locations and linking steps computed

previous, the average step slope for possible incoming and outgoing steps to

each viable step location was computed. This assigned to each viable step
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location something like the expected step slope when stepping on that loca-

tion. Each viable step location, including the locations that were actually

stepped on by subjects now has an associated average step slope. This value

was then used to classify a step location as chosen vs not (see Figure 5.13

for schematic). MATLAB’s built in RUSBoost classifier was used (see [121])

due to the large class imbalance, as most locations were not chosen. The clas-

sifier was trained and cross validated by leaving one traversal of the terrain

out and training on the remaining traversals to avoid over fitting. The aver-

age performance for each subject was then obtained by averaging across trials

for a given subject. The RUSBoost classifier provides in addition to a pre-

dicted class, a class probability score, which is used to determine the class but

provides additional information regarding probability. To gauge performance,

the class probability score at each chosen foothold location is compared to

other non chosen foothold locations within a surrounding region. This is done

to attempt to address situations in which many foothold locations might be

classified as not foothold locations by the classifier, but the chosen foothold

location may have relatively higher class probabilities compared to other local

possible locations despite not being classified as chosen. This comparison is

done by computing the quantile of the class probability score of the chosen

foothold locations compared to those of viable foothold locations in the neigh-

borhood. A visualization of the computed average step slope quantity across

terrain plotted along with subject paths, as well as the resulting local quantile

class probability scores is shown in Figure 5.14.

All subjects had above chance (0.5) mean quantiles of probabilities gen-

erated by the classifier within a 4 step by 1 step comparison region. The lowest

mean quantile was Subject 2 with a mean quantile of 0.54, with a standard

error of 0.01 (measured across trials). The highest mean quantile was Subject
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3 with a mean quantile of 0.65 with a standard error of 0.018. Other subjects

ranged within these extremes. Interestingly, only a weak correlation between

subject leg length and this quantile score was observed (r = −0.1341), which

indicates that longer legged individuals are less predictable on the basis of

average step slope, but only to a small degree. Generally average step slope to

and from locations explains a small portion of variance in foothold selection.

This suggests that there are other terrain related factors at play, which are ex-

plored to some extent in other analysis (where average step slope is aggregated

over larger areas, or measured along paths) but these also rely on average step

slope. Other factors still need to be explored. Another limitation is that the

analysis and a few others implies full awareness of the terrain by subjects,

which is not the case because they are limited by their perceptual abilities.

This is somewhat addressed in another analysis that uses retinocentric depth

images as inputs.

The next analysis was similar, but instead used average slopes aggre-

gated over larger areas as values associated with particular step locations.

While results from [64] suggest subjects mostly fixated step N+2, there is still

substantial fixation of N+1 and N+3, indicating that information over a range

of steps might be important. This analysis still attempts to capture step loca-

tion specific information, but over a larger area than the incoming and outgoing

step locations to that step. Additionally these values are aggregated over many

possible steps within a region, as opposed to along paths as in previous analy-

ses. These aggregated values were computed by pooling previously computed

average step slope values over cone areas of varying angular width and length.

Here we attempted to survey a range of directions and distances relative to

each step that subjects might be considering height change information over.

The cones were oriented such that the opening was oriented towards the final
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step location, and the width and length of the cones was systematically varied

such that aggregated average step slopes for a range of different cone areas

was computed for each step location. This resulted in many features at each

step location, which were then used again with RUSBoost to classify stepped

locations versus other locations. The trained classifier was then used with

MATLAB’s ‘predictorImportance’ function in order to determine which of the

cones were most important when classifying the step location. This yielded

two peaks in importance for cones that were 1 step length long with 60 degree

width, and 3 step lengths long with 30 degree width. These two features alone

were then used to train and test the classifier, resulting in similar performance

to a classifier using all features. Each feature was also tested alone, and a

similar process for gauging performance (local quantile comparison) was used.

Results can be seen in Figure 5.15.

Here for all three conditions (1 step ahead 60 degree cone, 3 steps ahead

30 degree cone, and combined) all subjects had above chance probability quan-

tiles, with the exception of 3 steps ahead 30 for Subject 8, and 1 step 60 deg

for Subjects 2 and 8. For the 1 step ahead 60 degree cone analysis, Subject 8

had an average quantile of 0.44 with a standard error of 0.037. Subject 1 (the

highest) had 0.62 with standard error of 0.015. For the 3 step 30 degree con-

dition, Subject 8 had 0.48 with 0.036 standard error. Subject 5 (highest) had

0.63 with a standard error of 0.032. All Subjects except subject 8 had larger

combined scores than any single feature alone, with the highest (Subject 3)

being 0.69+-0.017. Both cone area features predicted subject foothold selec-

tion above chance. The performance of the two together indicates some kind

of interaction between the two, since both features considered simultaneously

outperforms what one might expect from the combination of both. Here again

leg length only had a modest relationship to performance for the three dif-
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ferent categories (r = 0.21,−0.051,−0.12 for each category respectively). As

stated earlier, the substantial amount of unexplained variance suggests that

other terrain based features are at play.

It is worth noting that previous results (Matthis 2018) suggest subjects

direct gaze at 2-3 steps ahead, while the features in this analysis incorporate

information up to 3 steps ahead of a location. If subjects were employing a

strategy suggested by this model where information up to 3 steps ahead of a

given step is computed and considered, this would suggest that subjects could

be incorporating information up to 5-6 steps ahead of them. Since subjects

seem to direct gaze toward step locations that are being considered 2-3 steps

in advance, the additional 3 step information seemingly incorporated suggests

a 5-6 step window of advanced planning relative to the planted foot.

One issue not addressed by either of the previous analyses is that the

subject perspective and perception is not being accounted for. The other anal-

yses implicitly assume that a subject would have full information about the

environment and the step slopes associated with each location, however in re-

ality subjects must make eye movements and acquire this information visually.

To better model this process we combined the environment mesh data with

aligned foothold location, eye position, and eye direction data allowing approx-

imation of depth image inputs to the visual system with foothold locations in

the depth image space. These retinocentric depth images are then used as in-

puts to a CNN, where the target output is a distribution of foothold locations

in the depth image coordinates. Ground truth foothold location distributions

are computed by centering Gaussian distributions at computed foothold lo-

cations. Subject perspective depth maps approximate the visual information

subjects have when deciding on future foothold locations. If a CNN can pre-

dict these locations above chance using depth information, this would indicate
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that depth features can be used to explain some variation in foothold selection.

A visualization of high and low performance, as well as the results can be seen

in Figure 5.16. Median AUC values for all subjects were significantly above

chance. The maximum median AUC of 0.79 indicates that the 0.79 is the me-

dian proportion of pixels in the circular image that can be reliably labeled as

not a foot location while correctly labeling each foot location. Because at each

frame, up to 5 of the next upcoming footstep locations are present in the im-

age, the CNN is most likely learning local terrain structure features that are

predictive of good footholds at multiple distances. The lowest performance

was for Subject 3 with a Median AUC of 0.68, which is still well above chance

(0.5). Interestingly, here leg length shows a modest correlation with median

AUC (r = 0.46), which suggests that longer legged individuals foot selection is

more predictable on the basis of local structure features, although the precise

nature of this relationship is still unknown. The results from the depth im-

age CNN analysis show that subject perspective depth features are predictive

of foothold locations. These depth image features may or may not overlap

with the step slope features shown to be predictive in the previous analysis,

although this analysis does better approximate how subjects might use such

information. Despite this advantage there is still the limitation of assuming

full access to the full resolution depth image at all eccentricities, since depth

perception falls off with eccentricity [122]. Incorporating this limitation, or

others like it, may change the results.

5.7 General Discussion

The results of this investigation provide evidence that height change avoidance

can explain some but not all of step location selection during a natural complex
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terrain navigation task. Subject chosen paths have lower average step slopes

than randomly sampled paths, which indicates a preference for lower height

change. However the overlap of these distributions suggests it is a preference

not a hard constraint. This preference for lower height changes also seems

apparent at different spatial scales, with step location prediction with a classi-

fier performing best when incorporating height change information over both

1 step and 3 step lengths. Walkers seem to trade off between paths with lots

of height change and paths with lots of turns. The height change of straighter

simulated paths correlated with the tortuosity of subject chosen paths. The

variation of the strength of this correlation across subjects suggests that this

is a subjective parameter, however the pattern was consistent across subjects.

Finally, depth image features seem to be involved in foothold localization,

however the extent to which these are picking up on the same information as

height change vs other features like local surface slant is not clear.

The chosen vs random path analysis allowed capturing behaviorally

relevant statistics from the terrain rather than something like height variation

of all terrain points within some region, since it conveys information about

how the specific terrain structure and geometry might relate to a subject’s

choice of step locations as they traverse over the terrain. While this does add

ecological validity to the measures, there are assumptions being made about

what would constitute possible steps or step sequences. Here possible steps

are being considered fully specified by step slope, direction relative to goal,

and step length, which geometrically is the case. However there are other

factors that might determine ’possibility’ of steps such as their relationship to

previous steps. For example a two step sequence of steps that when considered

alone each fall within the range of possible steps, but would be highly unlikely

or not happen in the data (for example two steps of very large height change
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may not occur sequentially, even though large height changes for single steps

are observed). A deeper analysis of higher order relationships between steps

is needed in order to better constrain possible steps for the purpose of step

sequence simulation.

The lower median chosen path average step slope when compared to

random sampled possible paths indicates a preference on the part of walkers,

although not a strong one. The overlap of the distributions suggests that there

are multiple possible paths that also have relatively low average step slopes,

and that there isn’t a specific value for average step slope that prevents a

walker from taking a path. In that case there would be more separability

between the distributions. There is however a point where a sharp decrease

in the distribution of chosen path average step slopes occurs, at around 10

degrees. However there are still a substantial amount of chosen paths that

have higher values. This suggests that walkers have a preference for lower

average step slope paths but are flexible and other factors may make taking

those higher average step slope paths necessary, although that is not captured

by looking at this single statistic.

Analysis of individual step location average step slopes shows that there

is some relationship between step slope and subject foot placement choice. The

remaining unexplained variance suggests that other important factors are in-

volved, that subjects only have a preference for low step slope, or that there

is a wide availability of low step slope locations. Qualitatively it seems like

a mixture of the first two based on the aligned walk visualization. Subjects

tend to cross over high step slope locations, while visiting the low step slope

locations at a rate above chance but still a small degree. This suggests that

there are other factors driving subjects over large step slope locations when

these other factors are more favorable, or that step slope is only a light con-
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straint. There could also be instances where specific scenarios or values for

other factors result in an increased weighting of the average step slope. This

idea is based on the observed convergence of multiple walking trajectories to

the same locations of low step slope, but only at certain regions of the terrain.

There are some limitations to this approach. The first is that it im-

plicitly assumes full awareness of the potential average step slopes of a large

region surrounding each location as subjects navigate across the terrain. While

this is not unreasonable given the constrained region within which probabil-

ity scores are compared, one might expect different results when somehow

accounting for what locations subjects are able to perceive and reach given

their current body state and vantage point. The best way to implement these

kinds of constraints is not clear, however more variance could be explainable

if subject perception and action limitations were built into the predictions.

For example despite being possible (as observed in our data) particularly wide

steps may be less desirable, and so weighing the probability estimates to in

some way reflect this could improve prediction performance. Additionally, as

previously mentioned, there are likely other factors influencing subject foot

placement besides expected step slope of a location. Another example could

be a particular sequence of foothold locations and configurations that works

particularly well for a given body state. Identifying and incorporating these

factors into the model would likely result in a higher score and as a result a

better understanding of how subjects are making decisions, but is beyond the

scope of this investigation.

Analysis of multiple step slope features at individual step locations show

that both features (1 step ahead, 60 degrees wide, and 3 steps ahead 30 degrees

wide) both capture future potential step slope given a certain step location.

However each capture this at different scales, where 1 step only adds an addi-
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tional step to the hypothetical planning horizon, whereas 3 steps adds 3. This

indicates that subjects are taking future steps in addition to the 2-3 steps

ahead [64] into account when planning their next step. This could indicate

that subjects are able to acquire whatever information is necessary to deter-

mine future expected step slope peripherally from their fixations directed close

to footholds.

Although each of these features that captures future step slope at dif-

ferent scales achieves similar performance to average step slope for a given

location (although in the case of Subjects 2 and 8 for the 1 step, 60 degree

cone and Subject 8 for the 3 step 30 deg cone only marginally above chance),

interestingly when combined the two features explain more variance than ei-

ther alone, or than the average step slope. This suggests that subjects take

both factors into account, and that they capture different information useful

to the subject for making decisions. It is not clear why this performance gain

for combination of features occurs in the case of Subject 2, since the 3 step 30

degree feature alone did not explain foot locations above chance. Perhaps it

is the result of interactions between the features.

Similarly to the result of the mean slope based classification analysis,

there is still substantial variance unexplained by using even both of these

features combined. This suggests again that either subjects take other factors

into account, or that they are flexible when it comes to these two features and

they are merely capturing a preference, or a combination of both.

The straight path slope versus chosen path tortuosity analysis revealed

that consistent across subjects, the tortuosity of subjects chosen paths was

highly correlated with the increase of mean slope of available straight paths.

This suggests that subjects make some kind of trade off between going straight

(which would minimize the overall distance travelled) and avoiding large height
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changes (which is more costly that flat ground walking) when deciding on

paths. The different slopes and correlation values between subjects suggest

some kind of individual preference for what this trade off should be.

While this correlation is strongly suggestive of a tradeoff it relies on

the assumption that a subject would have taken the straighter paths had they

not had as high of average step slope values. One can only definitively make

this kind of claim with explicit experimental manipulation where subjects are

forced to take one of two paths. This could be carried out with a controlled

experiment where the experimenter has control over parameters like the tor-

tuosity of a path, and the average step slope of a path, and can somehow

through the design of the experiment force a choice between the two paths.

Through manipulation of the parameters one could determine precisely given

a forced choice between the two, where the cutoffs for tortuosity and height

change are in path choice. However our observations in this unconstrained

task provide a solid ecological argument for carrying out such manipulations,

since this tradeoff is apparent in the data.

Another limitation which opens an interesting avenue for exploration is

the lack of a shared unit of cost between tortuosity and step slope. Presumably

each incurs extra cost to the walker as they increase, however a better under-

standing of this tradeoff requires understanding these extra costs in the same

units. One approach could be to use a biomechanical model of a walker in or-

der to determine the relative energetic cost of different paths. This would also

have an added benefit of developing a better understanding of between sub-

ject variation, since the different correlations and slopes might be explainable

by a biomechanical model with adjustable parameters based on the different

subjects physical characteristics. The different correlation values between sub-

jects do suggest a subjective value when determining the tradeoff, and the leg
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length results suggest that a lot of the between subject variation is due to

biomechanical factors. Subjects with longer legs are better able to deal with

large height changes and hence may opt for more height varying paths rather

than more circuitous ones.

The above chance mean and median AUC values obtained when mea-

suring the CNN foothold location predictions indicate that subject perspec-

tive depth image features explain some of the variance in foothold location

selection. Looking at the depth information from the subject’s point of view

restricts the analysis to information that the subject was known to have had

access to. This is important since the previous analyses did not take this

into account, and consisted purely of environmental variables. Despite this

advantage, here we do make an implicit assumption which is that there is no

degradation with acuity for subject’s depth perception. The CNN is receiv-

ing a full resolution depth image even at higher eccentricities whereas it is

known that depth perception has a falloff [122]. More accurately modelling

the limitations of the visual system might affect our results.

Additionally, the ability of the CNN to predict foothold locations us-

ing depth images compliments the other results well since depth would be the

manner in which the subject could most directly infer height change infor-

mation in the environment. This means that the predictive power of height

change information of the environment and the depth information from the

subject’s point of view are from the same source, which is the structure of

the environment. This means that this kind of analysis could get at subject

perception specific phenomena such as occlusion. However, doing so would re-

quire framing each prediction based analysis in terms of the same performance

metric in order to determine how much of subject choice is due to limitations

in their perception of the environment.
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It is important to note that depth features may or may not overlap with

the step slope quantities focused on in other analyses. Step slope would be

reflected in subject perspective depth images, however so would other geometry

related features like local slant. It is however difficult to determine what depth

features are being used to predict foothold locations.

One advantage of subject perspective depth maps is that they may

implicitly bias the selection of depth features even at non foothold locations.

The reason is that humans are known to direct gaze towards points of interest

and importance to the task at hand [12], [13] (also see [9]). This means that

there might be instances where the subject is generally looking towards a

desirable foot location but due to other factors the fixated location is not

where the subject places their foot. One might still gain insights by focusing

analysis on gazed locations even when they are not chosen as footholds, rather

than random locations on the terrain.

The above chance performance of the retinocentric depth image CNN

is encouraging since it paves the way towards a biologically plausible model of

this behavior, with subject perspective depth images being a closer approxi-

mation to the visual information accessible by subjects as they completed this

task.

5.8 Appendix

5.8.1 Pre-processing

Motion capture data

For more detailed description of pre-processing of motion capture and eye

tracking data, see [64] and [23].
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Photogrammetry with Meshroom

Meshroom [75] is a software package that combines multiple image processing

and computer vision algorithms in order to estimate camera position and envi-

ronmental structure from a series of images. First, features that are minimally

variant with respect to viewpoint are extracted from each image. Images are

then grouped and matched on the basis of these features, followed by matching

of the features themselves between images. Feature matches from previous step

are used to infer rigid scene structure (3D points) and image pose (position

and orientation) for each of the image pairs. An initial two-view reconstruc-

tion is created, which is then iterated on which each new image. Depth values

for each pixel in the original images are computed using the inferred point

cloud. Depth maps are then merged into a global octree where depth values

are merged in to cells. 3D Delaunay tetrahedralization is then performed,

followed by graph cut-max flow and laplacian filtering. Finally the resulting

mesh is then textured, where each vertex’ visibility is factored in and matching

pixel values are averaged for each triangle.

Here we take the outward facing world camera from the pupil labs eye

tracker and input its video into Meshroom. Pupil labs world camera video is

first processed into indvidual frames using ffmpeg [123]. The individual frames

are undistorted using a camera intrinsic matrix estimated by checkboard cali-

bration [72]. This allows a pinhole assumption for the images (citation), which

facilitates reconstruction. The estimated focal length in pixels is supplied as

an additional parameters to Meshroom. Meshroom then takes the images and

runs them through the above decsribed pipeline, resulting in a 6D camera tra-

jectory (3D position and 3D orientation), with one 6D vector for each frame of

the original video (See Figure 5.1 for rendered image of textured Mesh output).
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Motion capture to mesh data alignment

Meshroom provides pose (3D position, and 3D orientation) estimates corre-

sponding to each of the inputted video frames from the eye tracker’s world

facing camera. This position and orientation (6D) is in the same coordinate

system as Meshroom’s estimated rigid scene structure (3D point cloud or 3D

triangle mesh). The next step of our analysis involves alignment of the pupil-

Shadow motion capture and eyetracking data with Meshroom’s coordinate

system. The 3D orientation of the world camera in the previously described

eye tracking and motion capture data is available from the procedure described

in [64]. This 6D camera pose is then aligned to the 6D camera pose of the

Meshroom estimated camera in Meshroom’s coordinate system. A single 3

euler angle rotation that minimizes L2 error at each frame is estimated using

fminsearch in Matlab. This transformation that best aligns the two camera

poses is then applied to the entire skeleton and gaze data. The skeleton is

as a result pinned both in location and relative orientation to the 6D pose of

the Meshroom camera estimate (see Figure 5.2 for visualization of alignment).

After the head location and orientation alignment is computed, the motion

capture data is scaled such that the distance between the motion capture

system’s estimated foot position during footfall frames and the closest point

on the mesh is minimized (ensuring maximum contact between the motion

capture foot position estimates and the mesh). This maximum contact scale

factor is the applied to all of the motion capture data for that traversal.

Cross subject alignment

Cross subject alignment involved the use of open source package CloudCom-

pare (CloudCompare) in order to manually extract corresponding keypoints
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between meshes to be aligned, perform coarse alignment via similarity trans-

form, and perform fine alignment using the iterative closest point algorithm.

For unique terrain segment that subjects traversed multiple times a single

traversal and its corresponding Meshroom terrain reconstruction output was

selected as the reference terrain. 5 reliably detectable features were chosen as

key points, and these 5 features were located for the terrain outputs for each of

the other traversals across the same terrain. Using the set of 5 corresponding

keypoints, a best fitting similarity transform (translation, scale, and rotation)

was computed and applied to the ’moving’ terrain such that it would be best

aligned to the ’fixed’ terrain. This aligns the 5 keypoints for each of the ter-

rains, which also aligns the rest of the terrain coarsely. Fine alignment is then

performed using the iterative closest point algorithm. This locates for each

point in ’moving’ point cloud the closest point in the ’fixed’ point cloud and

estimates a similarity transform that minimizes this distance further, with

multiple iterations. This fine alignment ensures even better correspondence

between the two terrains.

This process is repeated for each terrain until all terrain data has been

transformed into the same coordinate system as the chosen reference terrain.

The transforms are then stored and applied to the aligned motion capture

and eye tracking data. This allows analysis of all chosen paths in the same

coordinate system. This alignment was not used in main analysis, but was

used for visualization of all subject trajectories in the same reference frame

(see Figure 5.14, and in addition was useful for computing a cross mesh error

metric.
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Possible step and path simulation

In order to facilitate analysis of the data in regards to path planning and

foot placement, all possible foot locations and steps between foot locations are

predetermined using various constraints. The first is a constraint on possi-

ble step locations. Maximum walk-on-able slope was previously measured in

[120]. Here we use the maximum value for the walk-on-able slope since our

participants would not have to maintain gait over the slope for multiple steps,

whereas the max walk-on-able slope was computed under those conditions in

the study. Viable foothold locations are computed using mean surface slant

angle in a foot length area. The 3D triangle mesh representation of the terrain

allows calculation of a surface normal vector for each triangle. A mean local

surface slant is then calculated for each point in the point cloud representation

using an average of all triangle calculated surface slants within a radius of one

foot length. After viable foothold locations are selected via mean triangle sur-

face slant angle filtering (where all surface slant angles below the walk-on-able

slope cutoff are deemed viable), viable steps between viable foothold locations

were determined based on 3 constraints (See Figure 5.7 ). In the observed

data, each step subjects took was used to compute a step slope (arctangent

of height over distance ratio, or slope of the step), a goal angle deviation (de-

viation of step direction from the goal direction in the plane perpendicular to

gravity), and a step distance deviation (deviation of the step length from me-

dian step length). The step slope is computed by taking the change in vertical

coordinate of sequential foot locations, and dividing by the magnitude in two

dimensions of the line connecting the two locations in the forwards and lat-

eral coordinates. In other words the step vector is projected onto the ground

plane, with the vertical component ignored, and the magnitude is calculated,
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and the height change is divided by that magnitude. Goal angle deviation is

computed by taking the direction of the step in this same vertical projected

ground plane, and taking the angle between this direction vector and the vec-

tor pointing from the initial foot location in the two step sequence to the final

step location for that traversal (the goal direction). Step distance is calculated

by taking the euclidean distance of the line connecting each set of two foot lo-

cations for each step in 3 dimensions. The maximum observed values for each

of these was computed, and all possible steps between selected viable foothold

locations (pairs of viable foothold locations) that were within the maximum

values for each of these (when a hypothetical step between the locations is

considered) was deemed a possible step. This allows analysis of the terrain

data with respect to possible steps and step locations, as well simulation of

hypothetical paths given some initial step location.

Retinocentric depth image extraction

The aligned motion capture, eye tracking, and photogrammetric data was

used to calculate subject perspective depth images as they traversed the ter-

rain. Using Blender [76], a virtual camera was translated to be centered at

the estimated camera location for each frame of a traversal, and rotated to

be oriented in same direction as the subjects gaze based on the aligned eye

tracking data. The virtual camera is then used to capture a depth image of

the 3D triangle mesh representation in Blender using it’s ”Z-buffer” method.

The virtual camera is a perspective pinhole camera, facilitating calculation

of foothold locations in the camera’s image plane. This is done by taking

the intersection between lines connecting future foothold locations, and the

current camera position, with the camera’s image plane. The depth image is

then transformed such that the pixel coordinates correspond to retinal coor-
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dinates (theta,rho), with distance from the center of the image in pixels being

convertible to eccentricity by scaling this distance by 1/2 of the width of the

image and multiplying by 22.5 degrees. The polar angle of a given location

in the image would correspond to the same polar angle in retinal coordinates

(theta). The retinocentric depth images are then shifted such that the depth

value of the center pixel (fixation point) is zero by subtracting the depth at

the fixation point from the rest of the image. The depth images as a result

represent depth relative to fixation point of other points in the image, with the

fixation point always being 0. These subject perspective depth images allow

considering information from the subject’s perspective when trying to predict

foothold locations, whereas other analyses implicitly assume full awareness of

the environment when choosing foothold locations.

5.8.2 Detailed Analysis

Possible path vs chosen path analysis

This analysis leverages the pre-computed possible step locations and possible

steps connecting them from (5.8.1). For each traversal of the terrain, each

chosen step is iterated over, and the next 5 steps that the subject took relative

to that step location are considered. This 6 step sequence is treated as a ’path’

in this analysis. For each path, a subset of the possible step locations is selected

using the ’maxflow’ function in MATLAB, which can output a subset of nodes

that have non-zero flow values in a directed graph given two selected nodes.

This subset represents step locations that can be visited from the starting step

location and still have available paths to the end location (6th step in path).

Other possible paths connecting the two end points of the actual path are

then sampled from this subset of possible step locations and connecting steps.
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For each of the simulated paths as well as the chosen path, the average step

slope for steps within the path is computed and assigned to the path. We

then compare the average step slope for chosen paths compared to randomly

sampled paths. This analysis allows comparison of average step slopes for

chosen paths compared to ones encountered if paths were randomly chosen

(which with the exception of constraints on possible steps, is purely terrain

driven). The choice of number of steps to include in a ’path’ is arbitrary, and

does not necessarily get at how a subject might be choosing paths. It does

capture expected average height changes for randomly sampled paths over the

chosen amount of steps, which is useful for comparison.

Mean incoming and outgoing step slopes

In this analysis each viable foothold location determined previously (see Sec-

tion 5.8.1) is iterated over and the average HoD of all connected outgoing and

incoming steps is computed. In other words, the average slope of steps going

to or from that step location is computed for each step location. This is then

used as the mean HoD for that location. Each foothold location also has an

associated class, which is either a stepped on location or not a stepped on

location. Here we use RUSBoost [121] a boosted classification method for un-

balanced samples in order to classify actual foothold locations vs non foothold

locations. Results for each traversal are obtained by using the other traver-

sals as training examples, and testing on the withheld traversal. Classification

confusion matrices are calculated for each traversal, however for evaluation

of performance a different method is used. The class score obtained from

the RUSBoost classifier is assigned to each foothold location. Then each ac-

tual foothold location’s class score is compared to other class scores for other

foothold locations within a rectangular region, with short length of 1 step in
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the walking direction, and 4 steps in the perpendicular direction (see Figure

5.14, (A)). The quantile of the chosen foot locations class score is then com-

puted relative to the rest of the scores of viable foothold locations within the

region. This method of performance evaluation is used to compare the relative

probability of chosen location compared to other local non chosen locations.

Mean incoming and outgoing step slopes over cone areas

In this analysis two features were computed for each viable foothold location.

Each feature is the average step slope as computed in 5.8.2, averaged over

multiple step locations within different areas. For the first feature, step lo-

cations within 60 degrees of the goal direction and within 1 step length are

considered. This captures the likely encountered step slope given that subjects

would prefer to go straight towards the goal from a given location. The other

feature is the average step slope for all step locations within 30 degrees of the

goal direction, but within up to 3 step lengths. This feature captures future

step slope from a particular location up to 3 steps out, which contains more

information about the future likely step slope from a particular location than

the other feature. As in 5.8.2, RUSBoost is used to classify actual foothold

locations vs non foothold locations based on these features. 3 different classifi-

cation models are trained, one for each feature, and one that uses both features

simultaneously. As in 5.8.2 the class score from the classification models are

computed and the scores of actual foothold locations are compared to those of

other viable, not chosen foothold locations within the same 4 step by 1 step

region. The quantile is again used as the performance metric.

These two feature were determined through preliminary analysis using

multiple combinations of step lengths and and angular distances. A grid search

method was used ranging across 1 to 10 steps ahead, and between 0 and 60
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degrees of angular deviation from the goal direction, each spaced at 10 inter-

vals, yielding a total of 100 different features. A RUSBoost trained classifier

that used all 100 features was trained, followed by feature selection (”predic-

torImportance” in Matlab, an algorithm to determine the predictive measure

of association for each feature). The two chosen features were the most pre-

dictive, with performance being comparable between all features being used

and only the two.

Straight path slope vs. curved path probability

This analysis relies on the paths discussed in the 5.8.2. In this analysis we

also compute for each path a tortuosity metric. This is computed by taking

the actual cumulative distance of the path (here computed by summing the

length of each line connecting step locations), and dividing by the straight

line distance of the path, or a line connecting the start and end foot locations.

Again, at each step we consider the chosen path (6 step sequence), and possible

paths are simulated along the subset graph calculated using maxflow. For each

traversal, the distribution of tortuosities for chosen paths is calculated and the

median is used to determine a cutoff for ’straight paths’. The mean step

slope for the randomly sampled paths that have tortuosities below the median

actual observed tortuosities are computed. These are treated as the average

step slope the subject would encounter if they tried to take a straighter path for

that segment of terrain. Thus for each path there is an associated tortuosity,

as well as the mean step slope of possible straight paths. We then use these

values in our analysis.

Assuming subjects would prefer straighter shorter paths, but also would

prefer to avoid significant height changes, this analysis would capture a trade

off between the two since steering to avoid large height changes would result
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in increased tortuosity.

Retinocentric CNN

The retinocentric depth images with foothold locations known in the same im-

age space are then further processed for use in a convolutional neural network

(CNN). The convolutional neural network used in this work has a convolutional

- deconvolutional architecture with three convolutional layers followed by three

transposed convolutional layers, followed by KL divergence loss computed with

a target foothold location distribution (See below table for parameters used

and descriptions of each layer).

Layer Output Shape # Params
Conv2D (100,100,4) 1604
BatchNorm (100,100,4) 16
MaxPooling2D (50,50,4) 0
Conv2D (50,50,8) 3208
BatchNorm (50,50,8) 32
MaxPooling2D (25,25,8) 0
Conv2D (25,25,16) 12816
BatchNorm (25,25,16) 64
Conv2DTranspose (25,25,16) 25616

The ground truth foothold location distributions are computed by tak-

ing the known coordinates of foothold locations in the depth image and smooth-

ing with a gaussian kernel with sigma = 5 pixels, which corresponds roughly

to 1 degree of visual angle, although the conversion between pixels and degrees

is not constant throughout the visual field.. This is to capture any noise in our

estimation of foothold location to allow more robustness in the CNN learned

features. Depth images were 45 degree of visual angle across, meaning they

extend to 22.5 degrees of eccentricity.
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Figure 5.4: Overhead view of Austin and Berkeley data. Subjects walking from
left to right (A and C) or right to left (B). Different colors correspond to different
subjects, each traversing in each direction 3 times for Austin data (A and B), and
once for Berkeley data (C).
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of ground fixations relative to future foothold locations.
Each graph shows distribution of gaze on ground relative to upcoming foothold
locations N+1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Axes are in meters along the direction of
travel, and the orthogonal direction.

i

Figure 5.6: Gaze is used to select paths. Here we show a representative excerpt of
data where gaze is directed further along the path, in this case at locations that are
not travelled to. Gaze is apparently used to determine the viability of paths ahead
of time, since fixations further ahead in straight directions often precede turns that
deviate from the fixated locations.
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Figure 5.7: Step parameter distributions. In flat ground scenarios (such as a tread-
mill) walkers converge towards energetically optimal gaits. This means regular steep
lengths and directions, without any height changes in their steps due to the flat
ground. Because of the terrain complexity, walkers need to modulate their gait by
adjusting step slopes (A), lengths (B), and directions (C) to accommodate the com-
plexity of the terrain. The ranges of step slopes, lengths and directions can then be
used to compute possible steps that did not occur.
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Figure 5.8: Possible step location and step schematic. Possible step locations are
determined using a local slant cutoff. The slant values (the angle between a vector
pointing straight upwards and the normal vector of a particular triangle face) of
each triangle face on the mesh are computed. Then they are averaged across foot
length sized radii, providing a local slant value at each mesh location. Each location
with a local slant value below a threshold determined by previous empirical results
on the maximum walk-on-able slope were used was labeled as a viable step location.
Then these locations are downsampled with a voxel-wise mean filter, with the voxel
width being half a foot length. Each of these possible foothold locations are then
checked against all other possible foothold locations, and all pairs that fall within
the ranges described in [3] are connected with a step. This precomputed graph of
foothold location nodes and possible step edges (A) is used to sample possible paths
from a given location. B and C show from two different perspectives the a subject’s
chosen path (magenta) as well as 10 randomly sampled paths (orange)
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Mean step slope is 
assigned to path

Figure 5.9: Schematic depicting how mean step slope is calculated and assigned to
each path. For each path (6 foothold location sequence, either actual observed or
simulated based on viable locations and steps), the step slope is calculated for each
step in the path, and the mean step slope is calculated. This mean slope is then
assigned to the path for later analysis. Mean step slope is calculated for all paths
(both actual path, and the randomly sampled possible paths), and this statistic is
used to compare chosen vs random paths in later analysis.

A B

Figure 5.10: Chosen vs random path mean slope. Using the previously described
method we can randomly sample available paths in order to compare them to the
chosen path. (A) shows a subject’s chosen path (magenta) along with a subset of
randomly sampled paths with their mean step slopes colormapped onto the path.
(B) Shows histograms of the mean step slope for paths that were chosen and ran-
domly sampled paths. The chosen path distribution is shifted to the left with far
less rightwards skew
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Figure 5.11: Turn probability vs straight path slope. Here 6 step sequences are
analyzed. For each sequence the distance of the straight line connecting the first
and last step is computed, as well as the distance of the actual path. These are used
to compute tortuosity of the chosen path. In addition, 10,000 paths are simulated
along the max flow graph, which includes on locations that are reachable from
the start location and end location. The straightest paths (paths with tortuosity
less than the median tortuosity of chosen paths) are used to compute an average
straight path step slope. This average straight path step slope is then compared to
the tortuosity of chosen paths
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Figure 5.12: Relationship between leg length and correlation value between straight
path step slope and path tortuosity. Subject length length (in millimeters) is plotted
on the horizontal axis, against the correlation coefficients for each of the plots in
Figure 5.11 plotted on the vertical.
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Figure 5.13: Viable foothold location classification scheme. Viable foothold locations
have been previous selected based on local slant cutoff. Actual chosen foothold
locations and viable but not chosen foothold locations are labeled as separate classes,
and different input features corresponding to each location are used by a classifier
to distinguish between the two classes.
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Figure 5.14: Mean incoming and outgoing slope prediction. Using the pre computed
steps as described in [3], the average step slope of all steps connected to each step
location (either incoming, or outgoing steps) is computed. Each step location then
has a corresponding average step slope value. This value is used to classify each
step location as either an actual chosen step location or not, using RUSBoost. The
probability of each location being of the chosen step class is then obtained for each
step location. At each chosen step location, this probability is compared to all
neighboring possible step locations within 4 steps in the direction perpendicular
to the walking direction, and within half a step in the walking direction. This
quantile of the chosen step location probability compared to the other probabilities
is measured.
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Figure 5.15: Mean incoming and outgoing slope over areas. Similar to the analysis
in [7], here the average step slope values for possible step locations were averaged
across space and these averaged were assigned to step locations rather than just the
value at a given step location. The area over which the values were averaged was
varied systematically with differing lengths and widths of a cone that extended in
the walking direction. Feature selection was used to determine strongly predictive
cones, with 1 step length, 30 degrees wide, and 3 step lengths, 60 degrees wide
cones being strongly predictive. Probabilities generated by RUSBoost using either
feature, or both features, were used to compute quantiles as in [7].
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Figure 5.16: CNN based foothold location prediction. A CNN was trained to predict
foothold locations in subject point of view depth images. Depth images are acquired
using Blender, where a virtual camera follows the same trajectory and orientation
as the subject’s eye. Foothold locations in this eye centric reference frame are then
calculated by intersecting eye center relative foothold location vectors with the eye’s
image plane. The CNN is a convolution deconvolutional architecture where the out-
put is a probability map of foothold locations. The CNN is trained with outputs
generated by placing gaussians with standard deviation [sigma] at the calculated
foothold locations, and the corresponding depth image is used as in input. Perfor-
mance is evaluated by computing the mean and median percentiles of the foothold
locations in the output probability map.
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Figure 5.17: Foothold localization error. A. Distribution of between mesh errors
of foothold location estimates (for the same subject traversal data. Foothold loca-
tions are estimated according to the same process described, but the terrain data
used is interchanged, and the resulting different corresponding foothold locations are
compared. B. Distribution of foothold estimate errors when compared to ’ground
truth’ foothold locations, obtained by manual annotation in the image frame, fol-
lowed by projection of manually marked locations out onto the mesh depending on
Meshroom’s estimated camera pose
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This dissertation focused on a complex terrain navigation dataset, and ana-

lyzed aspects of both the visual input and behavioral output of walkers. In this

section I will discuss some of the noteworthy aspects of the datasets created

in the process of this thesis. I will then highlight the key findings resulting

from analysis of the data, and discuss their implications. Finally I will discuss

future avenues of exploration that expand on this work, either directly or by

incorporating aspects of this work into existing approaches.

6.1 Noteworthy characteristics of the new datasets be-

yond our results

6.1.1 Retinal motion approximation

Due to the adaptive nature of visual systems, knowing the statistics of natu-

rally occurring visual signals can be helpful in guiding visual systems research

[58]. Due to the high dependence of retinal motion patterns on behavioral

variables like eye and head movements, as well as influences of the structure
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of terrains, retinal motion inputs are difficult to measure. Doing so in the

context of the behaviors that generate these motion signals is important for

two reasons. The first is to accurately capture the statistics of the signals,

since without use of accurate statistics of eye and body movements this is

not possible. The second is that measurement of the natural behaviors that

generate motion signals may be essential for understanding how the motion

signal is used. This can be understood by examining task relevant features of

the environment, and how these relate to the motion signals. The idea is that

not all aspects of the input are necessarily important for guiding behaviors,

and as a result an efficient visual system would not dedicate resources towards

processing those aspects.

The value in this novel dataset is that it features both retinal motion

patterns generated during natural locomotion, as well as information about

the ongoing behavior that can be used to understand how the motion pat-

terns might be used. This should be of use for understanding visual motion

processing, beyond the scope of analysis done in this thesis.

6.1.2 3D terrain structure representation

The addition of reconstructed terrain to the dataset is of particular impor-

tance because it allows quantification of environment variables that may be

important to the task. In order to better understand complex processing that

takes place between environment variables and the eventual behavioral output,

we need detailed measurements of both ends of the process. Reconstruction

of the terrain in the same coordinate system as the recording of the ongo-

ing behavior gives us measurements of terrain geometry like surface areas of

different terrain features, their slants, and their heights. We also have quite

accurate localization of foothold locations relative to these terrain features.
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This novel dataset could provide a framework for testing quantitative models

of terrain navigation, since it provides the necessary input and output cases

that occurred with human subjects.

6.2 Key findings

Retinal motion stats:

1. Retinal motion during locomotion is characterized by an expansive

pattern centered at the point of gaze, with rotations about the point of gaze

and radially asymmetric speed gradients as a function of eccentricity. These

effects have been quantified in the context of natural locomotion.

2. This pattern of motion is largely shaped by the pattern of head and

eye movements through space, where the eye fixates points on the ground as

the observer moves forwards.

3. Gaze location in the scene is relatively stable during this task, with

initial fixation locations deviating only slightly over the course of fixations.

4. Gaze stabilization is accomplished by slow rotations of the eye in

the head as the body moves forward. These slow counter-rotations are con-

centrated in the downward direction with a smaller angular spread compared

to saccadic eye movements which are concentrated upwards, that is in the

direction of travel. These patterns result from lateral movement of the head

during the gait cycle in the case of stabilizing eye movements, and the some-

what wider lateral dispersion of gaze around footholds. This lateral dispersion

is caused partly by changes in the direction of travel in irregular terrain.

5. Gaze direction relative to translation direction (horizontal gaze an-

gle), and relative to gravity (vertical gaze angle), both have large effects on

the pattern of motion directions, and speeds respectively. This effect has been
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quantified in the context of natural movements.

6. Terrains of increasing complexity (as measured by normalized neural

distance between model MT responses to terrain compared to simulated flat

ground) induce lower vertical gaze angles. Thus this metric might be useful as

a psychophysically relevant descriptor of terrain complexity and may predict

terrain-dependant policies of walkers.

Gaze prediction:

1. Both vertical and horizontal gaze angle are partly predictable based

on center of mass relative body position, with horizontal being more pre-

dictable.

2. The high predictability of the horizontal gaze angle is likely at-

tributable to high correlation of body orientation and gaze direction, where

the two are often aligned.

3. A convolutional neural network trained to predict gaze locations

on the basis of visual features in a subject first-person perspective video can

do so above chance, although with unexplained variance. This suggests that

visual features are important for gaze allocation, but other factors are likely

important.

Foothold finding:

1. Subjects have a preference for paths that have smaller average height

change, although this is only a preference and walkers demonstrate consider-

able flexibility in path choices that include some steep slopes.

2. Foot location selection can be partially explained by likely height

change when traveling to and from a given step location.

3. Subjects seem to trade off between paths with height changes, and

curvy paths, with each subject having a subject-specific correlation value be-

tween the height variation of available straight paths, and the curvature of
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their chosen path.

4. This correlation value seems to be negatively correlated with leg

length, meaning longer legged subjects are less affected by variation in the

height changes for the straight path.

5. A convolutional neural network trained to localize footholds based

on retinocentric depth image inputs can do so substantially above chance,

which suggests that depth image features are being used to select foothold

locations, although unexplained variance suggests that other factors may also

be important.

6.3 Discussion of findings

Each of the key findings has been discussed in previous chapters, so here I will

provide some final thoughts regarding each. Particularly I will reiterate some

points made in previous chapters, as well as explore some interesting future

avenues of research.

6.3.1 Visual motion statistics

The average retinal motion pattern, which is expansive relative to the point of

gaze, with rotations about the point of gaze, is reminiscent of Gibson’s original

conception of optic flow [51]. It is worth reiterating that the cause of this is

not fixation of the focus of expansion as it appears due to head translation,

but rather arises due to the combination of translation relative to the ground

plane and fixation of stable locations on the ground. The full implications of

this distinction between foveating the focus of expansion as opposed to this

pattern of motion arising because of gaze behavior itself are not clear. However

it is important because it changes the interpretation of how visual processing
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systems may use the signal.

VOR is well understood in the context of lab experiments as well as

treadmill studies. Additionally some work has been done measuring head

movement statistics in real world contexts [124]. However the extent to which

VOR is active and how effective it is during natural locomotion is not entirely

clear. We were able to demonstrate that VOR makes the foveal image rela-

tively stable, deviating minimally over the course of a fixation from the initially

fixated location. This is important because it means that the area of interest

remains foveated and high resolution as the subject acquires visual informa-

tion. More precise measurements of VOR stability would be helpful since many

of our analyses hinge on the assumption that the manual fixation adjustment

better approximates the actual underlying eye movement than a noisy mea-

surement from the eye tracker. The best way to do this is not clear however

an experimental design and apparatus specifically geared towards measuring

VOR during this behavior is probably warranted. Our measurement is limited

by the frame rate of the camera (30Hz) as well as eye tracker noise. Different

approaches that can address these issues, perhaps with a scene camera with a

higher frame rate so that image slip can be measured at a faster time scale,

would be useful in getting a better handle on this question.

Since locomotion constitutes a substantial component of human behav-

ior, the difference in direction distributions between saccadic versus stabilizing

eye movements has interesting implications for eye movement circuitry. In the

same way that perceptual systems are adaptive for the natural environment,

motor systems are adaptive. One might expect to see over-representation of

neurons associated with saccadic or slow eye movements for particular di-

rections, given that the demands of the task require different eye movement

directions for the two. While classical psychophysics paradigms make probing
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the visual system for differences in sensitivty that can confirm adaptation to

natural signals possible, the way to probe the oculomotor system for such dif-

ferences is not clear. Perhaps one could devise an experiment where subjects

must make repeated saccades to targets at varying eccentric locations, and the

accuracy of the saccades could be analyzed as a function of saccade direction.

The same kind of process could be repeated for ground targets, where subjects

must move in different directions relative to the targets while fixating them.

The large variation of the motion signal as a function of different gaze

angles suggests that different gaze directions could provide context for an an-

ticipated motion signal. For example, when looking at the ground forwards

and to the left relative of the direction of translation, a clockwise spiral pat-

tern with the same characteristics assuming a flat ground plane appears. This

same pattern will always be present when this particular situation presents

itself (see also Matthis et al, 2021). One way to explore the hypothesis of

learned patterns of motion as a function of gaze angle relative to translation

direction is with a virtual reality experiment with online eye and head tracking.

For a given subject, their preferred gait could be recorded and then modelled

in order to extrapolate their movements. They would walk repeatedly from

one side of the room to the other, while fixating a point on the ground. The

virtual room would be entirely black, except for the ground fixation point. As

the subject approaches the fixation point, a motion pattern either consistent

with or inconsistent with their current head trajectory and resulting stabiliz-

ing eye movement (which would need to be extrapolated based on their gait)

is presented at low contrast, such that detection becomes difficult. One could

probe the detection threshold of such a stimuli, and see whether differences be-

tween the consistent and inconsistent motion pattern exist. Differences in this

threshold would suggest a different representation for the consistent pattern.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the patterns of flow speed and direction

should be reflected in the patterns of speed and direction preferences in MST

and possibly MT. Characteristics of the mean speed pattern like radially asym-

metric eccentricity speed gradients, as well as banded regions of lower velocity

due to ground plane geometry, could result in certain receptive field character-

istics that exploit these properties in order to maximize information gain from

the motion signal. Additionally, the dependence of these patterns and their

spatial layout on gaze angle has implications for how the visual system might

incorporate gaze angle information into its processing. There is evidence of

eye in orbit modulation of firing rates in various visual cortical regions [82],

[83], [84], which could be a reflection of different sensitivity and tuning as a

function of gaze angle that is shaped by the effects of gaze angle on the input

statistics.

Differences in model MT unit activity between actual motion patterns

and matched simulated flat ground motion patterns provide a metric of terrain

complexity that the visual system might easily extract, assuming there is a

learned expected pattern for flat ground motion. This would be interesting to

explore further. Ideally one could make use of an apparatus that allowed one

to systematically vary terrain difficulty by adjusting the elevation variation,

such that a full range of flat ground deviation values is swept over. This would

provide a strong test of the idea that terrain complexity monotonically drives

the average gaze angle lower. One could also simply collect data over a wider

variety of terrains, or a stretch of terrain that has high variation in complexity

along it and subdivide this into smaller sections. One could also manipulate

the appearance of terrain such that this flat ground deviation signal is large,

despite the terrain being relatively easily navigable by some other metric,

although how to do this and what other metric one might use is not entirely
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clear.

6.3.2 Gaze prediction

Gaze direction during this behavior was somewhat explainable by a linear

regression model, using the center of mass relative body positions as input.

It is difficult to assess the directionality of the relationship between the body

positions and gaze directions, since it is not clear how one would influence the

other. However one pattern was clear, which is that horizontal gaze angle and

body orientation were related with horizontal gaze angle changes preceding

body orientation changes. This had been observed in [125], where subjects

direct gaze further along a curved path, preceding the turning of the body. This

phenomenon explains the higher performance of horizontal angle regression.

This does not mean that subjects fixate in location of future footholds that

would be consistent with the current direction of the body, but rather that

gaze identifies an approximate plan for the future path, and the body follows

this plan. Other work shows that there is substantial dispersion of gaze (with

a radius of about 10 deg) around the actual footholds.

The CNN result is difficult to interpret, however it at least demonstrates

that there are visual features that identify where subjects direct gaze relative

to the entire scene camera image. What is still unclear due to limitations of our

performance metric is whether the CNN is finding features beyond those that

identify the ground versus the sky or surrounding foliage. This would explain

the above chance performance, and a CNN could likely learn the features

necessary for differentiating these segments of the image. It may be possible

to devise a method of pre-filtering these parts of the image out, and testing

only within the region of walkable terrain. This would be more relevant to the

research question of how is visual information used to guide foot placement.
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Another approach could be attempting to understand what features the CNN

is identifying and using through analysis of the learned weights and filters.

These kinds of analyses were beyond the scope of the project, but would be an

interesting way to revisit the work that was done in order to better understand

what the CNN is doing.

6.3.3 Foothold selection

The difference in the distributions of average height change of the chosen

paths, and the average height change of the randomly sampled paths, shows

a preference of subjects for avoiding height changes when possible. However

as noted previously, the overlap of the distributions makes this seem more

like a preference than a hard constraint, although it is possible that there is

some kind of hard constraint that is not captured by this method. Using the

precomputed step locations and connecting steps between them, one might

be able to discover step related metrics that increase the separation of these

distributions. Again, access to some kind of deformable terrain apparatus

could help in understanding this preference by adjusting the height change of

different available paths to see how subject choice changes. This might also

help elucidate what metric best captures subject decision making.

This kind of apparatus would also help in further exploring how sub-

jects are trading off between straight paths and avoiding height changes. The

correlation between straight path height change and the likelihood of taking

a curvier path suggests that there is a trade off between the cost of a longer

path compared to one with more height change, and this cost seems to be

different for different subjects. This apparatus could be used to force subjects

to decide between different paths, where parameters like tortuosity and aver-

age height change could be explicitly manipulated. Further understanding this
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trade off, particularly how it relates to leg length, would be helpful. Leg length

seems to decrease the cost of paths with more height change, enabling more

straight paths, however the exact nature of this relationship is still unclear,

and a metric for estimating energetic costs of the different path choices would

be useful. This is where a biomechanical model of walking that accurately

captures between subject differences could be usefully applied.

The results from our classification analysis of individual step locations

show that average step slopes and average step slope derived features are pre-

dictive of foot placement. The predictive power of step slope derived features,

which were computed across different scales, show that subjects may be in-

corporating information about foothold locations across multiple scales. This

result could also be explored further using deformable terrain, however with a

different approach where individual step locations are manipulated such that

the average step slope to and from those locations changes. This would also be

useful in better understanding the spatial extent that subjects are considering

information over, since this could be explicitly manipulated.

The CNN result is also in need of further exploration. First, it would

be useful to compare the performance of the CNN model in foothold location

prediction to the classifiers, since it would give some indication of how much

of subject choice comes from the fact that decisions are made from the sub-

ject’s perspective (captured by the CNN) rather than a more omniscient one

(classifier). One could derive some method of doing so, perhaps by projecting

the CNN scores for each pixel location out onto the terrain, and then using

the same performance metrics as the classifier. There are still some issues

since the classifier approach engineered features that incorporate future step

information in ways that are different from the depth image features the CNN

uses, however it would be a start. Additionally, one might incorporate bio-
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logical constraints into the model to see how this affects performance. The

CNN assumes equal stereoacuity as a function of eccentricity, which is known

to not be the case in humans ([122]). This degradation with eccentricity, and

other known constraints on human visual systems could be incorporated into

the model in order to test the degree to which particular constraints shape

walker foot placement. The constraints could be systematically varied to see

how they affect the predictions.

Another important insight from Chapter 5 was that paths appear to be

planned over at least a 5 step window. This is consistent with the possibility

that subjects choose a terrain-dependant policy, which may specify walking

speed and step length. This plan could then be modulated on a more local basis

to modulate step location and walking speed. The terrain complexity metric

explored in Chapter 2, might then be useful for predicting gait parameters as

described above in Section 6.3.1.
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